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OSACC Leadership
Symposium Done
BY ABIGAIL THOMAS

News Editor

Sunday November 4 saw a
group of approximately 140
student leaders gathering in the
Washington Room about 10:00
AM. Such an event may seem
simple, but it generated campus-wide conflict, the main feature of which was a clash
between Darrell Claiborne Director of the Office of Student
Activities and Campus Centers
(OSACC) and the student group
Voices Organized in Democracy
(Void).
Friday before the Symposium
was scheduled, VOID presented
a petition to Claiborne stating
"We [the undersigned]... believing that the Student Government Association and the
Office of Student Activities,
have acted without cause or respect, hereby declare our intention to boycott the 'leadership
seminar."
The petition was signed by 37
student organizations ranging
from the sailing team to Am-

these organizations were represented last Sunday, despite the
fact that they signed the boycott. The statement had several
key points, including the assumption that "the current student leadership has proven
itself to be effective, and not in
need of a nine hour lesson in
how to fulfill the responsibilities with which we have been
charged."
According to approximate
numbers from OSACC, 80% of
the student organizations on
campus were represented, despite the petition. This number
takes into account the fact that
every student attending represented two, if not more, organizations.
The Symposium commenced
at 10:00 AM with check-in and
brunch. Claiborne addressed
the attendees at this juncture to
briefly apologize for the short
notice of the Symposium - student leaders were notified only
three weeks before - and the
tenor of the pamphlet in mailboxes, which emphasized
"mandatory" and "budgets will
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Alondra Nelson lectures the Trinity Community on the Black Panther Party and
Sickle Cell Anemia.

Nelson Addresses Students
BY LIBBY-SUCHER
JACOBSON

News Writer

Alondra Nelson, a doctorate
candidate in the American
Studies Program at New York
University, gave the annual Ann
Plato lecture on Monday, November 5. Nelson received her

yersity of California San Diego
in Anthropology. A former
Henry Mitchell MacCracken
Fellow and Dean's Fellow,
Nelson is coeditor of
Technicolor: Race, Technology
and Everyday Life released in
2001 by New York University
Press. Nelson will be teaching
a 200 level course entitled
"From Civil Rights to Black

New Leadership Development
Suite Opens for Student Use
BY EDNA GUERRASIO

News Writer

On November 2, 2001 the
doors of the Elton Dormitory
opened for the first time as the
newly created Leadership Development Suite. This past Friday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM, the
leaders and advisors of this
seven-month project came together to formally introduce the
newest addition to the Trinity
community.

With a lavish food display
and a friendly welcome from
the new inhabitants of the suite,
students could walk around
and visit each of the new offices
while munching on complementary food and drinks provided by Chartwells.
Director of Campus Life,
Amy Howard and SGA President, Tim Herbst '02 led tours of
the newly renovated floor and
answered any questions from
visiting students and faculty
members.

MICOL SABBADINI

Her lecture, "Spin Doctors:
The Black Panther Party and
Sickle Cell Anemia," was based
on a chapter of her dissertation,
"Black Power as Bio-Politics:
Health Activism, Black NationThe Development Suite is alism and the Politics of Knowlmade up of several different of- edge," focusing on the attempt
fices, study rooms, work areas of the Black Panther campaign
and a conference room. Fresh- to draw awareness to the sicklemen Elizabeth Welsh and cell anemia epidemic. Focusing .
Abigail Moldoven worked hard, on the time period of 1965 to
covering the walls with inspira- 1972, Nelson raises many questional quotes such as the follow- tions that she attempts to aning by Voltaire: "I may not agree swer through her dissertation.
with what you say but 1 will de- For example, was the Black Panfend to the death your right to ther campaign effective?
Through her research it is clear
say it."
By converting the 25 vacant that the answer is two-handed.
On one side, "it helped bring
dorm rooms on the first floor of
attention to the lack of funding
see ELTON on page seven
for sickle-cell anemia," but on
the other, the campaign was a
large aid in the self-destruction
of the Black Panther organization.
Nelson first became interested in this subject while looking at the inability of some
black communities to deal with
the AIDS epidemic.

"It has a lot to do with the status of science in the black community," Nelson explained.
Another factor is homophobia within the communities.
While examining the attitudes
of the black communities during the AIDS epidemic, the approach of the country to the
issue of sickle-ceil anemia during, and before the Nixon platJE
broached and

UgmS¥^6h.

The Black Panther organization held a survival meeting
raising the issue of sickle-cell
anemia and the lack of government funding for treatment and
testing. The meeting was a success; more than 16,000 attended and mass screenings of
sickle-cell anemia were performed. Most importantly, the
Black Panthers were able to
reach many potential carriers
of sickle-cell anemia. However,
while it was clear that the Black
Panthers were genuinely concerned about sickle-cell anemia,
it is evident that the Black Panthers used the disease as part of
their campaign in order to raise
awareness about their organization.
Shortly after the success of
the conference, Bobby Seale, cofounder of the Black Panthers
with Huey P. Newton, announced his candidacy for
mayor of Oakland. The conference was a success in raising
awareness as soon after, the
Nixon administration set aside
see NELSON on page six
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To the Editor:
The union shop stewards are
the workers elected by the
union membership at Trinity
College to speak on behalf of
the entire workforce. Because
our members have chosen to
express their voices through us,
we want to address all of you
about Chartwells' plan to cut
our hours.
First, we thank everyone on
campus who has supported us
in this struggle. The rally and

Chartwells has told either you
or us can change the fact that,
among our union as a whole,
there will be a huge negative
economic impact.
While our union contract
does provide significant protection against these cuts, this issue is not really about our
contract.
Instead, there is the ethical
question which we are asking
you to answer: are reductions in
Trinity workers' incomes appro-

Trinity's students and faculty value the
building of a real campus community; you
fought along with us to bring ourselves out
of poverty

Brown '05,

C O P Y EDITORS:~
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When It's Broke, Please Fix It
For the past month or so, the entire Trinity community has noticed severe problems with the Trinity server. E-mails take hours to send, Blackboard
isn't always functioning properly, and our technologically dependent lives are
continually put on hold.
The technology-savvy student realizes that there will be a glitch every
now and then when one is dealing with computer servers, but the problems
with Trinity's server have lasted for several weeks now.
'" ' One wonders why this problem is not being addressed and why there
arc no QPs informing the community as to what the problem is, when it will be
righted, and what we should all do in the meanwhile.
Addressing this problem would be best for all. It is necessary to utilize
Blackboard and Eudora to communicate with professors and to go about our
daily academic business. Therefore, students would be willing to pitch in if
they could at all help in solving this problem.
Why is the server so slow? The "Trinity Server Question" is shrouded
in mystery. Sometimes the server works for days on end, until suddenly, the email you just finished takes three hours to send. It would be so nice to know if
there was a method to the server's madness. Are there peak times when the
server becomes overloaded? If we knew that, we could avoid those times. Or
is there just a general overuse of the server at large? Are too many students
using the server to download mp3s and movie clips? If this is the problem,
maybe it can be addressed. Students would be forewarned and this could cut
down on unnecessary server usage. However, at this stage, we have no idea
what to think or expect. Frustration abounds and the problem is never solved.
Hopefully, the Computing Center will soon enlighten us about this problem and inform us as to how they are addressing the issue and if they need any
student and faculty aid. The Trinity community would no doubt rally together
to help limit these annoying delays.
It is necessary that, as Trinity moves forward in its quest to becoming a
technologically advanced institution for higher learning, it has the technological backup to support itself. As more and more students submit papers and
enroll for classes online, and continue to communicate via e-mail, the need for
technical support and a consistently working server becomes greater. As the
need for the server grows, the technological system of support should grow as
well.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excludingvacations, by the students of
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory,
Address all correspondences to:The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street,Hartford,CT 06106-3100.
Visitour-websiteatwww.trinitytripod.com
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Business Office
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FAX
(860)297-2584
(860)297-2583
(860)297^5361
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However, names will be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by
the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed
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march were incredibly energizing. Everything you have done
is keeping our spirits high during this difficult fight,
Second, instead of taking the
time to correct all of the errors
or fill in all of the missing facts
in the e-mail Chartwells sent to
you, we ask you one question:
Is the reduction of our incomes - in the name of "the
business model" and at the expense of poor people - morally
acceptable behavior for a corporation invited by you to provide
a service to your campus?
When we formed our union
on campus six years ago, we
were paid just above minimum
wage with few benefits. Since
then, many of us have nearly
doubled our incomes and won

health insurance for our families. We have done all of this
with your help.
Because
Trinity's students and faculty
value the building of a real campus community, you fought
along with us so that we could
bring ourselves out of poverty.
Here's what Chartwells is doing now: their revised proposal
includes two jobs eliminated
and has our membership losing
around 190 hours per week.
Looking at that number in
terms of its effect on our incomes, it represents tens of
thousands of dollars in lost
wages each year. Nothing that

priate actions for an invited
guest to take?
Many of us have worked on
this campus for years, the most
senior employee having 31 years
of service to Trinity. Chartwells
has been here for three months
and already they are trying to
take away from what this whole
community has spent years
struggling for: excellent service
provided by people paid a living
wage with affordable benefits.
We take great pride in the work
we do for this campus, but we
don't think Chartwells' cuts
will let us provide the quality of
service we value.
Because of the campus' tremendous support, Chartwells
-has alreadybaCked off its initial
attempt to cut benefit-level jobs.
But we still have a bag way to
go. The fight for justice on this
campus will continue.
Sincerely,
James "Rock" Jenkins Mather Hall (12 years), Jose
Villegas - The Cave (12 years),
Diane Lawrence - The Bistro (8
years), Jose Sanchez - Mather
Hall (9 years), Al Rice - The
Cave (11 years), Ann Marie
Rodney - The Bistro (9 years),
Carlos Laboy - Mather Hall (11
years), Fonzie Shumpert Mather Hall (11 years), Kevin
Brown - Mather Hall (7 years)

If you ask Pillow Talk, this weekend was really dead at good
ol' Trinity College. Then again, maybe Pillow Talk just has no
life. Maybe y'all had a bunch of. parties and just didn't tell Pillow Talk about them. Now why would you go and do a thing
like that? Don't you like Pillow Talk?
Friday Night at the Party * Crouching something, glowing
Barn ft whosit? Either way Pillow Talk
.
• ..
heard it was a good time.

The World Series

Someone not named "Yankees"
won. Hip Hip

Red Sox Fans

From the way they act, you'd
think they won something.
But, alas, that'll never happen.

Saturday Night at
Camp TrinTrin

Capitalistic Acts Between
Consenting Adults

Did anything happen?
Anyone? Please?
•

Visually, it was kinda cool.
But still, can Pillow Talk
please have those 2 hours of
its life back?
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Cutting Hours Violates Rights
Trinity Has a Moral Obligation to Support Chartwells Workers
BY HOPE ROTH

Opinions Columnist

In my humble opinion, one of
the greatest documents that
mankind has ever created was
the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. Written and
adopted by the United Nations
in 1948, the UDHR protects our
most basic (and important)
rights and freedoms.
Article twenty-five of this
document states, "Everyone has
the right to a standard of living
adequate for the health and
well-being of himself and of his
family, including food, clothing,
housing and medical care..."
However, if Chartwells' proposed hour cuts go through,
many of our food service employees will have a hard rime affording adequate food and
shelter for themselves and their
families.
According to the National
Low Income Housing Coalition,
in order to afford a two-bedroom apartment in Hartford, a
person working a standard forty
hour week would have to earn
at least, $14.25 an hour and they
would need to spend thirty percent of their paycheck on housing. The average food service
worker at Trinity earns in the
range eleven to twelve dollars
an hour.

about, is ensuring that the
people that work for us are capable of making a decent living.
A general worker in Mather
earns $11.45 an hour. Working a
forty-hour week for a thirty -five
week year, they earn about
$16,000 a year, before taxes. If
this seems like an awful lot of
money of money to you, please
bear in mind that they are earning a paltry $458 a week before
taxes. If there are more than
three people in their family, this
puts them below the poverty
line. (The poverty line for a family of four in the Continental US
is $17,650 per year). If you cut
their hours, these workers
might actually be eligible for
food stamps.
Trinity's food service workers
are among the lowest paid in the
state. Chartwells' workers at
both Southern CT State University and Central CT State University have higher wages than
the Trinity workers, as do the
workers at Fairfield and the
Coast Guard Academy.
I was talking to a fellow Trinity student the other day and he
said that Chartwells' is perfectly reasonably to make cuts
because the food workers have
so many benefits, like getting
paid to take English as a Second
Language classes. I'm sorry, but
I don't care how many languages the school pays you to

What this fight is about, is ensuring that
capable of
y
p^ k f f
making a decent living.
The fight against Chartwells'
hour cuts is not about tiny little
points of legalese in the union
contract. It's not about whether
Chartwells can legally screw
the workers. What this fight is

learn, they aren't going to do
you much good if you can't afford to feed your family.
The food workers worked
long and hard to earn the
"perks" that they receive from

the school and, in my opinion,
they are well deserved. The fact
that we pay our workers so
much less than our contemporaries is embarrassing. The fact
that we would even consider
cutting the hours of the people
that we pay so badly is just plain
sumably know that already).
wrong.
B Y FRANK
And they have a right to know
r
I don't think that Chartwells
? KIRK PATRICK
that the faculty now will utiis being honest with the student
Professor of Religion
lize a new plagiarism detection
body. Do you remember that edevice.
mail that they sent out last
They also have a right to
The recent flap over the
month? In that e-mail they
faculty's right to use a plagia- have their personal identities
stated, "No current benefit level
rism detection service, protected when and if their paassociate will lose benefits." After reading this letter, you might
Turnitin.com, has generated pers are submitted to
Turnitin.com. This protection
have thought (as I did, at first)
more heat than light.
that these Chartwells folks
As a faculty member I start will be guaranteed by the reweren't such bad blokes. What
with the presumption that moval of all individually idenmost of us didn't know is this:
plagiarism, or any other form tifying marks on the papers
the Chartwells Corporation had
no intention of following
Students who submit papers that have been
through on the promises that
plagiarized have committed one of the worst
they made in that e-mail.
When Chartwells entered
of intellectual sins.
into negotiations with the
union on October 23, they subof academic dishonesty,has no that are submitted to the sermitted a proposal that included
rights. Students who submit vice. This protection elimia reduction in benefits for five
papers that have been plagia- nates the problem of violation
people. Apparently, they
rized have committed one of of privacy. They also have a
thought that they could sweetthe worst of intellectual sins: right to know of any technical
talk the student body and pull
they have stolen something or procedural problems enthe wool over our eyes. What
from someone else without countered by this new service
they didn't count on was that
acknowledgment and have if they jeopardize the students'
the union had been working
claimed something for them- privacy or result in a disprowith the students all along and
selves to which they are not portionate number of false
that someone had forwarded a
entitled. They are seeking to charges of plagiarism.
copy of that letter to the union
get credit for work that they
Judicial hearings on the allenegotiators. This is the only reahave not produced. That is gations of plagiarism also proson that no employees lost bentheft and deceit, pure and tect the student against
efits. It wasn't because of the
simple.
arbitrary and untrue claims by
goodness of their hearts; it was
a;
because they got caught in a lie >* MW§ecaus,e faculty are injhe the faculty member charging
business of upholding the plagiarism. The alleged plagiaA Chartwells worker earning
highest of academic standards rist will have every opportu$11.45 an hour will lose $114.50
of excellence, no one would nity to make a spirited and fair
a week and $4007.50 a year if
deny a faculty member's right defense against the claims.
his hours are cut from forty to
The argument that the stuto detect and punish plagiathirty hours. The only reason
dent
has intellectual property
rism
in
student
papers.
In
fact,
that this doesn't seem like much
plagiarism is often only de- in the paper is a red herring. In
money is that our workers are so
tectable by a faculty member an academic community plabadly paid. Actually, this would
see CHARTWELLS page four

No Mercy When It
Comes To Plagiarism

A plagiarized paper, therefore, can claim
no protection on grounds of privacy,
property rights, or unfairness,
(unlike cheating on an exam in
class which may be observed
by others). In a case of plagiarism only the student knows
that he/she has stolen material
from an unacknowledged
source and only the faculty
member (who usually is the
only one to read the paper) has
enough experience to recognize that there is plagiarized
material in the paper.
Now, the faculty member
has a number of plagiarism
devices at hand: she can draw
upon her memory, she can
check her own library and
scholarly resources, she can go
to Trinity's (or different) library, or she can check the
Internet. These are all timehonored ways of catching plagiarism. They are, in effect,
plagiarism detection devices.
No Honor Code will obviate
the need for faculty to detect
plagiarism by whatever means
possible. Turnitin.com is simply one more tool in the arsenal of such devices and, as
such, does not constitute a special problem for non-plagiarists.
Students have a right to be
notified that plagiarism will be
the subject of their faculty's
careful scrutiny (but they pre-

giarism has no rights. A plagiarized paper in effect "belongs" to the persons from
whom the ideas and their expression have been stolen, and
indirectly belongs to the faculty member who commissioned it. Insofar as it is
plagiarized it does not belong
to the student who presents
the paper falsely as his or her
own.
By enrolling in the course,
the student grants the professor a right to use the paper for
certain limited purposes such
as grading and included
within grading is the right of
the professor to determine
whether the student actually
wrote the paper.
To submit something that is
a clear violation of the principles of academic honesty,
stealing some or all of its ideas
and expressions from someone else, and deceiving the instructor about its authorship,
forfeits trie 'right1 of the student to keep the paper from
scrutiny for plagiarism. You
cannot steal something and
then claim property rights in
it. A plagiarized paper, therefore, can claim no protection
on grounds of privacy, property rights, or unfairness.
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Anti-Death Penalty Trinity Students
Argument Misdirected Lack Study Space
mane") nature. That's certainly
true, but guess what kids? We
Opinions Writer
live in an inhumane world. After all, the guys who rammed
I was somewhat surprised two planes into the WTC
last week in reading my col- weren't exactly being humane.
league Hope Roth's article on
Some would argue that the
the injustice we call the death government should transcend
penalty. The main focus of her above the petty and inhumane
article was on the confession nature of man. We all saw how
last week of Bud Welch, who effective this policy was for the
lost a child to the Oklahoma past few decades in the CIA's
BY NATE BAKER

filled with such hate and perverse desires—that's why they
rape, kill, and torture innocent
people. They are, as Martin
Sheen says in Apocalypse Now,

Academics Suffer as a Result of No Study A reas

The library is staffed by only
student workers after 10:00 PM
Senior Editor
Sunday through Thursday, and
after 4:30 PM on Friday and
Recently, a new complaint Saturday. I work at the library
has cropped up among Trinity myself, and at 1:00 AM on
students: lack of study space Thursday, the night that I am
late at night. Most college stu- responsible for closing the lidents tend to study at night, ei- brary, I am ready to go home.
ther because they are nigh t owls
But while I close down the lior simply because their days are brary this semester, I notice
filled with classes, sports, and that I am pushing more and
other commitments.
more students out the door late
There is a long college tradi- at night, because there is no
tion of all-nighters. However, other public place on campus
late at night, studying in one's. for them to have a study session
room can be difficult with all among friends.
the distractions of computers,
I don't think it is fair to ask
telephones, and televisions.
student workers to work more
BY KATE HUTCHINSON

"totally insane."
And has anyone who is
against the death penalty
thought about the people who,
if these wackos are kept.alive,
will have to interact with them
every day? Imagine having to
interact with psycho killers for
a living.
I'm not a fan of spending lots of taxpayer
Students here are in a heat
money on the slim and time-consuming over injustices against
Chartwells workers. Maybe we
possibility of rehabilitating a psycho.
should think more about prison
guards.
City Bombing.
Finally, there is the matter of
mandate that agents were only
"Bud Welch is a powerful allowed to hire "nice" mercenar- how to pay for all this compassion for Death Row victims.
voice against the death penalty," ies and spies.
she wrote. "He speaks from a
In Roth's article last week she Someone once told me that,
Most students I know prefer to study in a
place that most of us hope we also presented a quote from given the number of appeals, it
never have to come from, that of Steven Bright, an anti-death is not less expensive to execute
place away from their rooms; late at night on
a parent who has lost a child to penalty lawyer. "Don't you murderers. Well, 1 have actual
campus, there isn't anyplace to go.
murder. But, because Bud think that every human being data from someone who works
Welch is able to speak from that is better than the worst thing in the Justice Department, and
position, he gives weight and that they have ever done?" he all you who think this are Most students I know prefer to hours if they either don't want
study in a place away from their to or don't have the time in their
wrong.
credibility to all of us who be- asks.
lieve strongly against the death
I agree somewhat with his
Furthermore, how do we re- rooms, or with other people. schedule. But it is unfair to the
penalty."
point; after all, I'd like to think deem those redeemables Mr. And late at night on campus, students to not provide them
From what I've been told, 88 that I am a better person than Bright seems to believe in? I'm there isn't really anyplace to go. with places to study.
Last year, Mather Dining Hall
It seems strange to me that
people have been proven innowas
open as a study area until the college is constantly pushcent who were destined for
However, as Plato says, if people perceive
3:00 AM. Students could study ing for students to perform betDeath Row since 1978. Thus the
long into the night there, with ter academically, which would
you to be evil then you are, at least to some
argument runs that, given the
classmates, in groups, or alone, necessitate more time spent
large number of innocents who
degree, evil
free from the distractions of studying.
would have perished at the
their rooms.
Yet students tend to study
hands of trie death penalty, it is
But this year, Mather is only late'into the night. It would
the
-worst
thing
I've
ever
done.
better to let a hundred guilty
cheap, I'll admit it, I'm also not
men live than to kill one inno- However, as Plato says, if people a fan of spending lots of tax- open until midnight, as well as seem only fair for die school co
the Cave Cafe.
provide late night study areas
perceive you to be evil then you payer money on the slim and
cent man.
The library, too, is a favorite for its students.
I agree with this. The prob- are, at least to some degree, evil. time-consuming possibility of
But one cannot simply critilem with this argument,- how- In other words, if the world rehabilitating a psycho. And place to study for many, but it
ever, is that it is not really about views you as a horrible person, from what I've been told, our closes at 1:00 AM on weeknights . cize the school for .this' lack;
capital punishment.it is about then you are a horrible person. government has admitted the and midnight on weekends. there is a long-term plan to proFurthermore, how can the futility of rehabilitation by re- After the library closes, there is vide a 24-hour study area
ourlegal •system;' There is no.
worldjudge
that person except cently declaring they are no no public place open for group within the library, when its
doubting, that pur judicial 'sysconstruction is completed.
longer attempting such efforts study.
tem \s: corrupt, racist, arid gen- through his actions? .
Two weeks ago, one student This area will be separate from
Roth follows Mr. Br ight's in prisons.
erally : flawed, and that
innocents are found guilty.: But quote by saying, "To believe in
To conclude, 1 would point
// the administration wants students to work
that is a problem with the pro- the death penalty you mustalso out that while Mr. Welch's
cess, not with the punishment. believe that there are some stance is quite surprising and
harder, they need to make study areas
Thus, focus should be turned people who are simply unre- ' does give strength to anti-death
available at hours convenient to the students.
penalty supporters, he is, from
away from the punishment and deemable." • • '
Personally,
1
do.
My
mother
what I understand, quite alone
directed upon the process itself.
The real issue is not that inno- works in the Justice Depart- among family members of
asked on the Daily jolt SGA Fo- the stacks, so that it can be kept
cents are killed, but that they ment; she has been to these pris- McVeigh victims.
rum if there was a solution to open after.Qrculation is closed"
are found guilty to begin with. ons a.nd interacted with these
In fact, from readings in the the lack of late night study to prevent theft or abuse of, liDissenters against capital people. Most are not the nice New York Times at the time of
space. SGA representative brary materials. But this study
punishment also remark on its guys we see in Hollywood mov- the execution 1 got the impres- Elliott Welburn '03 responded area will not be available to stuinhumane (and cruel and im- ies. They are wackos, with loose sion that most family members that the "best bet for a 24 hour dents until the Spring Semester
moral and brutal and, in other wiring and little, sense of hu- were only distraught that jus- place to study is certainly one of 2003. So what can be done
until then?
word's, synonyms of "inhu- manity. That's why they are tice had taken so long to prevail. of the lounges."
I propose that if students can
But the lounges are not well
suited to group study, as they be trusted to study unsupertend to be quiet places. And in vised in the. lounges and the
addition, they are very difficult proposed study area in the new
to access. Supposedly, anyone library, they can be trusted to,
continued from page three over our workers. We should
We, as a community need to could use their card to get into study in Mather without superbe twenty-five percent of their have laughed them out of the take a stand against people who a dorm to use the lounges, but vision from the front desk. It is
. an ideal placeto keep open late
income. How can Chartwells, building the moment that they want to make a profit at the ex- this is not always the case.
in good conscience,cut twenty- mentioned hour cuts. Trinity is pense of our fellow community
The Jones lounge is beauti- at night, located in the center of
five percent of somebody's in- a community and our food ser- members. The policies of this fully equipped with chairs, so- campus, with lots of room to
vice workers are just as much an school should be based on hu- fas and snack machines, but is allow for group study in some
come?
Hour cuts mean that some important part of our commu- man need and not on corporate rarely open, even to residents of areas and quiet solitary study in
greed.
,
workers might not be able to af - nity as you or me.
Jones. The bridge lounge be- others.
I'm angry. I'm angry at tween Jackson and Wheaton is
Certainly anyone who has
Trinity's food service workers are among the Chartwells' and I'm mad at this accessible only by code.
walked by Mather during its'
school. We supposedly believe
The most obvious solution to study hall hours has seen that
lowest paid in the state.
.
in the ideals of a liberal educa- the problem is to keep Mather students are indeed studying
tion, and yet, look at how we're and the library open later at and not goofing off or breaking
ford housing. Hour cuts mean
This school would not be able treating our workers.
furniture. This is a simple sonight.
that some workers might not be to function without our food
How can the administration
But there is a problem with lution to a growing problem.
able to afford proper nutrition service workers. How many of stand silently by and watch
If the administration wants
this solution. Mather is kept
for their children. Hour cuts us would be able to make it what is happening to our food
the student body to put more
open
as
long
as
someone
is
might mean that some of our through the day were it not for service workers?
working at the front desk, in or- effort into their work, they
workers will be forced to find the people who serve us breakAs airiend of mine is fond of der to have someone there, should take the time to make
employment elsewhere.
fast, lunch and dinner? We take saying, "the only thing necesshould an incident arise, and a study areas available to the stu1 can't believe that we have let it for granted that we have our sary for the triumph of evil is for
student is only there until mid- dent body at hours convenient
Chartwells get this far in their meals served to us, and served enough good people to do nothto the students.
night this year.
misguided campaign to screw with a smile.
ing."

Cuts Hurt Food Service Workers
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Notifications of Student Safety Sugarcoated, Delayed
The Path of Campus Safety Notifications is Long and Winding, as Well as Smudged Along the Way
BY KRISTIN B. POWELL

Managing Editor

Campus Safety Alert: An intruder
managed to get into Anadama over the
weekend. Please do not allow anyone unknown to you to enter the hall. If anyone
unknown to you entersthe hall, call Campus Safety immediately.
This alert, printed on bright pink paper, was placed throughout the
Anadama residence hall on Friday, October 26, notifying residents of an incident that had taken place on October 21.
That same day, residents received a
voicemail inviting them to attend a
meeting on safety that evening at 7:00 in
Boyer Auditorium. Among those present
at the meeting were two Residential Fellows, one Campus Safety officer, and four
residents of Anadama. Sixty students
live in the building.
Asaresidentof Anadama, I was somewhat alarmed by the alert, and also concerned that I had found out about it six
days after and with only limited information. I was one of the four residents
at the meeting. What came out of the
meeting surprised me, and made me
think a little differently about safety on
campus.
While 1 am the type that always looks

Many students are misinformed as to
what the job of Campus Safety actually
is.
One of the students at this meeting, a
Resident Assistant in Anadama, used to
work at Campus Safety as a dispatcher.
She said that the phone was ringing constantly, and not with grave issues such
as a mugging or an intruder in a dorm,
but much smaller things, to which Campus Safety still has an obligation to respond.
Two students of the class of '02 that
attended the meeting have noticed a significant improvement in the operations
of Campus Safety. "Being here for four
years, I see a change in Campus Safety. I
don't think students notice [officer presence on campus], and that's a shame,"
commented one. "I feel safer on this campus now than 1 ever had before," added
the other.
I am not writing to refute the opinions
of these students and criticize Campus
Safety. In fact, 1 applaud their efforts.
They do everything within their power
to make the students feel safe.
What I will criticize, however, is the
lack of common sense held by the students and the delayed and cryptic manner in which we receive information
from the administration.
Four out of sixty residents came to this

If students are actually concerned about their safety,they
have to start looking out for themselves.
over my shoulder while walking home
and usually has some "big strong man"
walk me to my building when it is late, I
must also admit that, as my parents are
paying $34,000 a year for me to go to
tected by Campus Safety.
But it is true, that we are ultimately
responsible for our own safety. Campus
Safety can't walk around holding our
hands wherever we go. Nor is it their responsibility. In fact, according to officer
Ramon Rosario, the Campus Safety force
at Trinity is the largest for most schools
this size.

meeting that was intended to discuss
their own safety. You can walk down the
Long Walk and hear students yell their
codes out the window so that they don't
have to get up. They prop open doors and
• hold doors for strangers.
If students are actually concerned
about theirsafety, they have tostartlooking out for themselves. They just assume
that if they're on campus, there is a magic
shield surrounding them. But this isn't
true.
So what can be done about this? As
long as I've been here, I've heard the same
mandate from the administration:

"Come to the meetings.
Don't give out your codes.
Don't prop open doors." But
the trend continues. These
words that pass casually
through our minds during
orientation and in which
we are drowned in QPs just
don't stick.
At the meeting, some
students were in favor of
the idea of having 24-hour
guards in each dorm. Some
would argue that this is a
violation of privacy. Others would argue that it is
treating us like prisoners.
I am of the contention
that it would simply be too
costly. I think that if students were given
keys (the practice at most college campuses) instead of codes, one of our largest problems could be averted.
How many more muggings will it take
for students to begin caring about their
own safety and take a proactive role?
And how many more will it take for the
administration to change their reaction?
I have had discussions with Charlie
Morris, Director of Campus Safety, after
some of the recent muggings, and Campus Safety does step up security and
work more closely with the Hartford Police Department after these incidents.
But every time we get the same QP from
Sharon Herzberger, Vice President for
Student Services. "Walk in groups. Call
the shuttle. Call Campus Safety to report
any suspicious activity."
My first question is, why are we getting Campus Safety alerts and advisories
from Sharon Herzberger's office in the
first place? It seems only logical that
they come from Campus Safety.
It seems tp,n^e»th#{,i>y fijtering QPs
through Herzberger's office, it is only
delaying the release of information to
students. As quoted in last week's issue
of the Tripod, Herzberger noted, "We
want [our QPs] to be grammatically correct; they do represent the college." Honestly, how much are students going to
care about grammar when learning that
yet another fellow student has been ac-

costed with a gun?
Herzberger also admitted that some
QPs go through Public Relations before
being released to students. I was under
the impression that Public Relations was
involved in the relaying of information
given to the "public," not to the closed
Trinity community.
I feel that it is only as a member of the
Tripod that 1 accurately know what has
happened on campus. Through talking
with Campus Safety and actual victims
of these crimes, the true story is revealedone that, more often than not, differs
greatly from the sparse information received through the magical QP system.
The weekly column in the Tripod, "On
the Beat" has been drastically cut down
recently due once again to a mandate
from the office of Sharon Herzberger.
As a sort of campus police blotter, this
is information that we, as students,
should be aware of. We have a right to
know what's going on and what to look
out for.
Who are they trying to protect? What
ptripbisedoes it serve torel! students that
a suspect "might have been bearing a
weapon" when witnesses describe a pistol? Are they afraid that this will cause
alarm? It seems to me we have a right to
be alarmed. Perhaps, if they cause
enough alarm, students will start watching their own backs. That seems like a
good thing - to me, anyway.

Leadership Meeting Considered Waste of Time
BY BILL JENKINS

Opinions Writer

I don't have too much spare time in
my life. I imagine most Trinity students
share my plight. Between a tight schedule of classes, practice, and drinking, I
need to find time for homework, drinking, laundry, and drinking. Well maybe
not so much laundry.
So unfortunately for the Office of Student Activities, I was unable to attend
the nine hour leadership conference
which occurred this weekend, despite
my so called "required attendance." For
those of you who don't know, all student organizations were required to be
present for a nine hour leadership sum-

given, a little more than a week, to all
those lucky participants (two officers
and two non-officers of every organization).
This was of course if you picked up
your mail immediately after they put
it in those little boxes set aside near the
Student Activities office in Mather. If
you weren't so fortunate, like many
people mentioned to me they weren't,
you may not have picked it up until the
Tuesday prior, giving you a good five
days to drop everything in your lives to
go learn to be a leader.
Then again, some of you still might
not have picked it up yet. In that case,
please contact Darrell Claiborne at
x5337 so that you can watch a taped
copy of the whole event, as you are "re-

These are people who have risen
through the ranks of their organizations
not by dumb luck. These are people who
have been put in positions of power because they have demonstrated them-

leaders," would be better placed in a nice
booklet. That way we can not only save
ourselves nine hours but also have something with which to clean up our roommates' vomit after Calypso this year.

Without money, it would be hard for the Tripod to publish,
TCAC to throw Spring Weekend, and for the Carribbean
Students Association to throw the Foam Party.

selves to be leaders already. Now when 1
applied to Trinity, I knew we had some
great professors. But despite the rumors
flying around campus, Darrell
Claiborne has not received a Ph.D. in
Leadership.
So if not "leadership," what did this
great symposium offer our organizations' elected? Essentially it focused on
Between a tight schedule of classes, practice, and drinking,
how to make your organization "better"
I need to find time for homework, drinking, laundry, andby dealing with the bureaucracy behind
the Student Activities office.
drinking.
Such titles as "Budgets & Conference,
Events <Sr Activities (CEA) Guidelines"
and "Registering Social Events" outlined
mit, headed up by the Student Activities quired" to do.
The more insulting aspect to this "Or- how to deal with a lot of paperwork Office this past Sunday, from 10 AM to 7
ganization Leadership Symposium" may much of which, to this writer, has an unPM.
To be honest with you, without the have gone unnoticed, shadowed by its necessary existence.
To be quite frank, it seems that these
work and the hangover, I probably still reassuring catch phrase "Trinity Leaderwould not have gone. In fact there were ship: That's Where It's @!" However, what and other lecture series, explaining how
many aspects to this whole leadership- was pointed out to me by many people the Student Life Resource Center propalooza that seemed off center to me. To on numerous occasions is that those re- vides "new policies, procedures and services for student organizations and
begin with, a ten day advance notice was quired to attend are already leaders.

Maybe at that point you said to yourself "This whole idea is bogus. Why
should I get up early and waste my Sunday, especially when I was out to 5 AM
last night getting plastered playing 15
cup beirut?"
Well slow down there tough guy If you
elected not to go, your organization
could lose all its SGA Student Activity
Funding (an authority I'm not entirely
sure the Claiborne Cartel has).
While in theory your organization
could go on running, it is a hefty threat.
Without money, it would be hard for the
Tripod to publish, TCAC to throw Spring
Weekend, and for the Garribbean Students Association to throw the Foam
Party. Alas, some of us did do just that.
More than thirty student groups, organized by VOID, staged a boycott on the
Summit. To them I tip my hat; they indeed showed true leadership, the type
that cant be learned in a lecture.
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Nelson: A Preview of Class
That's Why They Made
Doors
Campus Safety received two separate phone calls
from students living in Stowe dormitory on November 3. The students were complaining about loud noises
emanating from a room on the third floor. An officer
responded to the calls about 1:30 AM. The officer found
the room in question, and the door was open. He spoke
with the residents and they agreed to shut their door which was a significant factor in the noise issues - and
to turn their music down.

I Like my Steak Well Done,
but...
About 6:26 PM students evacuated Andadama dormitory because a fire alarm went off. Campus Safety
responded and examined the alarm panel. The alarm
originated from the second floor. It was discovered that
a second floor resident had been cooking dinner and
some food had burned, setting off the fire alarm.

The Hallway Is Hot the
Best Place for SafeKeeping
A residential assistant called Campus Safety about
8:28 PM to report an alcohol violation. The student had
discovered a bottle of alcohol in the hallway of Jarvis
dormitory. The residential assistant was able to confiscate the bottle. There is no alcohol allowed in firstyear residence halls, regardless whether or not it
belongs to a person of legal age.

What Happens When
You're the Designated
"Bottle-Opener..."
A student called Campus Safety from Mather Parking Lot about 11:19 PM on November 2 stating that he
had been injured. The responding officer discovered
that the student had cut his right middle finger, which
he described as doing on a bottle opener. Earlier that
evening the student had been in a play at Austin Arts
Center. The student was not intoxicated. He was
treated on campus

1
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continued from page one
money for research of sicklecell anemia.
In a speech concerning the
lack of funding Richard Nixon
commented, "It is a sad and
shameful fact."
Although this move was
helpful in providing money, it
also seemed to be a clever political move to show AfricanAmericans the concern felt by
the government. This was recognized by the Black Panther
organization as a gimmick to
get the black vote.
After outlining the Black
Panther campaign, Nelson went
into a description of the history
of sickle-cell anemia and the
different theories behind the
disease. Sickle-cell anemia has
constantly been associated
with black people because the
disease is linked with blood and
only black people had been diagnosed with it. At first it was
thought to be the result of a
dominant cell, which meant
that sickle-cell anemia could
spread between races through
interracial sex.

There were several comments late 1940s, it was discovered
from different doctors saying that the trait was recessive and
that sickle-cell anemia could, •contracted by both parents,
"directly endanger the white which transformed the definirace by interracial marriage. tion from a medical disease to a
Therefore, they [interracial mar- chemical disease. However, the
riages] should be outlawed by correlation between sickle-cell
federal law."
anemia and black people reTwenty years later, around the
see BLACK on page seven

MICOLSABBADINI

Alondra Nelson address students and faculty in the
Rittenberg Lounge this past Monday.

Trinity Alum Steve Belber
Returns to Talk Laramie
BY EILEEN FLYNN
News Writer

On Tuesday, October 23, class
of 1989 alumnus Stephen Belber
returned to Trinity. As a student, Belber encompassed a
great deal of what makes Trinity an interesting place to attend: he was a philosophy and
theater double major, while at.
the same time being a halfback
on the football team. According
to philosophy professor Dr.
Drew Hyland, he was a part of
a "dynamite philosophy group"
while attending Trinity. Since
leaving the school Belber has
made a name for himself as one
of the coauthors and perform-;
ers of the critically acclaimed
play The LaramiePtuject.
Belber returned to campus
Tuesday to discuss this important and enlightening work
with the Trinity students. The
Laramie Project addresses the
issue of the town of Laramie,
Wyoming, where in 1998 Matthew Shephard, an openly gay
University of Wyoming student, was brutally murdered by
two young men.
The theater group of which
Belber is a member, the Tectonic
Theater Project, noticed that
this crime caused the nation to
openly discuss the issues of hate
crimes and their legislation. It
also came to their attention that
the press was portraying the
town of Laramie as "redneck"
and "town and gown" which
was not necessarily the whole
truth. The Tectonic Theater
Project decided to go in and find
out the story of the town behind
the sound bytes which the press
had been putting out.
According to Belber, "Laramie
defied all our expectations."
The members of the group
who went to Laramie took the
time to talk to the townspeople
about the incident, the way the
town was dealing with it, or

whatever they wanted to talk help express to the nation.
about. They found that this
On the October 23, Belber
town was a lot more compli- read a part of an interview,
cated than it was being depicted which had not been included in
by the press. Furthermore, they the final product of the play.
found that the town was differ- This interview was with a
ent from what it thought of it- young Muslim woman who had
self.
been living in Laramie since she
The Tectonic Theater Project was three years old. This...
made its goal to start a dialogue woman spoke of Laramie as a
between the townspeople, who • part pg'the United States of
were not talking to one another. America., rather than as a sepaThey also aimed to allow rate entity from the rest of
Laramie to talk to othfer com- America; Belber found this
munities."
woman's voice to be a special
The experience deeply af- part of the town, one which he
wished to share with.us.
fected Belber.
Belber felt that this experiHe refers to his ability to talk ••
to Aaron McKinney as "one of ence was a deeply profound one
the most pivotal moments of in his life. It challenged him to
question when he truly believed
my life."
•
.,
\
1
He explained the process of what he was spouting, or if he
writing the play and the lqng^ was simply saying it to be pohours of work which went into, litically correct. His faith in the
it They followed thesjorypf ffle : wisdom of people was restored
town for a'year, focusing on the . by his time in Laramie and the
trial, but not limited to its effect people he met there. He found
on the town. They talked to the the experience to be enlightensame people each time they re- ing. He also wishes to do this
turned, seeing how they Sort' of work in the future, and
changed or remained the same. recently was asked to do a simiTectonic Theater Project re- lar play about his home town,
turned to Laramie six times to Washington, D.C.
get the flavor of the town, more
In the wake of the recent atthoroughly than the press had , tacks he has found himself in
tried to.
the position which he often was
During the talk Belber not in with regards to Laramie: the
only addressed the mechanics need to avoid the self-important
of making the play into a real- aspect of theater. Belber wanted
ity, he also explained the emo- to contribute to the relief efforts
tions that went into the process. in the way that the Tectonic
Each of the members of the Theater Project contributed to
troupe who returned to the healing of America in the
Laramie would interview the wake of the incident in Laramie:
same people, and thus devel- by educating the people of the
oped a relationship with them. United States about their neighWhen they returned to New bors through theater.
York after each visit they would
Belber's visit to Trinity was
sit down and workshop the in- not his first return since graduterviews that they had taken on ation. He previously returned at
their trip. The members would the behest of the theater departargue strenuously for the people ment in order to perform a onethey had come to know, only man show. Belber, a dynamic
because of the great tragedy speaker, was cheated by the low
that had taken place. Each per- turnout at his talk, which was
son in Laramie had a unique both entertaining and enlightvoice, which they wished to ening.
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SGA and TCAC Move into New Offices inElton
Now The First Floor of Elton Has Been Transformed from Boring Dorms Rooms To Functional Offices
continued from page one
the building into usable workspace, the
members of the Student Government
Association (SGA) and Trinity College
Activities Council (TCAC) now have offices where they can meet with students,
hold meetings and work on school-related projects.
Last year SGA and TCAC member
held offices that were scattered about
campus; however, this year the development suite has brought them together in
a cohesive and organized environment.
The new Leadership Development Suite

will allow SGA and TCAC to work on
cosponsored events for the school and
will allow more students to become involved in each organization. It will also
give the organizations a dedicated space
to keep information and files. This will
provide a way to preserve continuity
from year to year, as officers graduate or
retire from the various organizations.
Tim Herbst, SGA President and cofounder of the Leadership Development
plan, comments that the new suite will
stand as "a resource for all students to
use. A member of the SGA will be here

at all times to answer questions and to
take any suggestions that students may
have to offer."
During the course of each day elected
officers will be available in the Leadership Suite for 6 hours, board members
will be available for 4 hours and senators one hour. This plan is to ensure that
students will have access to at least one
member of the SGA at any time during
the day.
TCAC members Joe Mehlman '02 and
Ben Swig '04 are delighted with their
new office space and the arrangement of
the whole floor.
They both agree that "the Leadership
Development Suite makes everything
more centralized by bringing all of the
offices together. We can use the conference room for our meetings, and our new
computers for the graphic design of our
posters and ads."
In addition to the SGA offices and the
TCAC workroom, the Director of Campus Life, Amy Howard and the Director •
of Student Activities and Campus Cen-

ters Darrell Claiborne, also have offices
in the new suite.
When asked about the reasoning behind the Leadership Development Suite
Amy Howard explains, "In the past,
we've given students some office space
and some guidance on how to run programs, elections and activities. With the
Leadership Development Suite we are
now formalizing the process, mentoring
our student leaders and creating an innovative program to support their initiatives."
When speaking about the expectations and goals of the new suite Howard
adds, "between workshops and training
sessions, mentoring relationships and
proximity, we expect our student leaders to be better prepared to organize,
manage and inspire other students."
As of last Friday the Development
Suite was ready for immediate use. With
the exception of several computers that
still need to be delivered, the Leadership
Development Suite is up and running
and ready for student use.

The Black Panther Party
and Sickle Cell Anemia

FILE PHoro

Amy Howard, Director of Campus Life, is one of the many now
enjoying the comforts of the Elton Leadership Development Suite.
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continued from page six
mained.
A new theory came into play around
this time stating that sickle-cell anemia
is a genetic mutation, providing defense
against malaria. The Black Panthers
quickly accepted this theory and further
explained it by saying that when the
slave traders took people from Africa and
brought them to the United States, they
began to suffer from anemia because
sickle shaped Wood cells were nor received in this country. An article written for the Black Panther newsletter
explored this theory by explaining that
the sickle shaped blood cells were a natural defense built up against malaria and
that those people with sickle shaped
cells are actually incredible examples of
evolution.
The Black Panther campaign did do a
lot of good in making the disease a major public health problem. Sickle-cell
anemia occurs in a similar order and
quantity as cystic fibrosis and m uscular
dystrophy, yet there was funding provided for both cystic fibrosis and muscular dystrophy and none for sickle-cell
anemia.
This implied that the patients associated with the disease affected the treatment programs. This point was made
clear with official statistics and data that
gave the Black Panthers a solid background for their campaign.
The Black Panthers believed that the
government ignoring the sickle cell anemia epidemic was part of a genocidal

plot to get rid of black Americans. The
belief of the black genocide plot set the
toneforthe rising of the Black Panther
sickle-cell anemia campaign.
In a rebuttal, Congress passed an act
to give out funding for testing and treatment in 1972. The amount rewarded was
three million dollars. Because of the
government's support, the Black Panther
claim was rendered a moot point by
other acts. The demise of the campaign
was aided by the weakening of tbepany
due to the black militant leaders who
were being investigated by the Federal
Bureau of Investigations. The fall of the
Black Panthers was aided by the harassment of police officers who would ran1
sack the party's houses and clinics,
destroyinginstrurnentsand papers, The
Black Panther paper would run scathing
reviews of groups who had sprung up
around the nation to help sufferers of
sickle-cell anemia. They believed that
clinics should remain in urban black
neighborhoods.
Nelson concluded by pointing out tha't
while the Black Panther campaign aided
in funding for sickle-cell anemia, it was
always about heightening awareness lev^els about poor black neighborhoods and
the problems infiltrating their streets.
Not only was the Black Panther campaign about sickle-cell anemia but it was
also about black people making a point
to the government about the unequal
funding for diseases. Even though the
campaign eventually fell apart; the point
was made to the public.

Study Abroad with
Syracuse University

Hong Kong, China
Pursue full-time, professional internships during
an intensive four-week module after your international
business classes. <3et hands-on experience in a
multinational corporation in Hong Kong, one of the
major entrepots of the global economy
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1-800-235-3472
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The Leader
Reactions
continued from page one
be frozen."
"The letter gave no options,"
Claiborne later commented,
"That was not my intention."
The letter to students was
also misleading, because it demanded student attendance for
nine hours, when in reality
brunch filled the first hour and
a half of the program.
The keynote speaker, Dr.
Mary Frances Arnold, stepped
up at 11:30 AM to discuss the
difference between creating "A
Just Community" and "Just a
Community."
At 1:15 PM attendees were invited to break into small groups,
focusing on various aspects of

active leaderships. The treasures and budget directors attended a session on "Budgets &
Conference, Events & Activities
(CEA) Guidelines." Claiborne,
as well as Laura Cecchi '02 SGA
Vice President for Finance, lead
this group.
"Talking about budgets was
really helpful," commented
Trude Goodman '03, Chair of
SGA's Student Life. "The information about CEA is not complicated, but it is useful. It
makes so much difference sitting down and talking about it
rather than reading a piece of
paper."
Presidents and social chairs
were encouraged to listen to

CQJJRTESY OF ETHAN KRMTjJt.

Trude Goodman '03 is engaged in coversation at symposium*
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Trent "TJ" Barber, Assistant Director for Operations, and
Marcus Gray, Program Coordinator for Student Activities, as
they assisted students navigating the jungles of "Registering
Social Events."
The third group focus at the
1:15 time slot was an opportunity for any interested students
learn more about how to market their leadership skills once
they graduate. Lacy Prouty, the
Health Service Coordinator and
educator and Residential Director at Wheelock College tackled
this issue in a talk titled "More
Than a Membership Card: Marketing Your Organization and
Leadership."
Students had just over an
hour to glean information from
these three sessions before they
reconvened in the Rittenberg
Lounge for an interesting talk
given by Tom Clark, who is the
Director of Judicial Programs at
Central Connecticut State University, This talk, titled "Legal
Issues for Student Organizations and Their Events," opened
many people's eyes about potential legal liabilities and how to
avoid situation that would place
individuals or organizations in
undesirable situations.
"There are definitely legal,
implications and ramifications
that I have never even thought
about," observed Goodman.
"This especially struck me in
regard to driving students and
issue* *&S*U>ng -with alGCihotS.- •>*
The official part of the af ter-
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COURTESY OF ETHAN KRAVITZ

Darrell Claiborne addresses students at the
leadership symposium this Sunday.

noon wrapped up after a 4:00
PM address about the Student
Life Resource Center (SLRC)
and it's benefits for student organizations.
Immediately following this
presentation, dinner was
served.
"Dinner was fabulous, some
of the best Chartwells' catering
that I've had," enthused
Goodman. "I felt bad because, at
that time in the evening almost
no one was there, and there
were eighteen tables set."
"I think it was worthwhile,"
commented Claiborne.
According to Claiborne, the
Symposium was designed as
"an opportunity to bring stutime, at one place. I warned to

s p e c i a l

focus on being a community."
Claiborne, as we all are, is
mindful of the ramifications of
the September 11 events on our
- and all - communities.
There were utilitarian purposes as well. One of the primary functions of the
afternoon was to "get all the student organizations on the same
page."
Claiborne wanted to make
sure that all groups were informed about budget issues, especially the new CEA.
"The more people who know
the information, the more resources there are for other students," Claiborne observed.
The Symposium proved a
learning situation both for students and organizers.

e d i t i o n

o f t h e

ATTENTION
JUNIORS & SENIORS!
TEACHING INTERN
OPPORTUNITY
Choate Rosemary Hall
Wallingford, CT

2002 SUMMER
PROGRAMS
Director of Summer Programs Jim Irzyk
will be on campus
Tuesday, November 13, 2001
to conduct an information session
with students who are interested in a
summer teaching intern position.
Applicants need to complete at least three
years of college by the summer of 2002,
but need not be education majors.
Mr Irzyk will be in the Career Services
teleconferencing room at 1:00 PM
Apply online at www.choate.edu/summer
View information about the school
and the position on Trinity Recruiting at
http://trincoll.erecruiting.com

USI

N ESS

Sign up now for

Inside AOL-Tsme-Warner
an evening with

CEO Gerald Levin
Monday, November 12
5:00pm - 8:00pm

New

York

City

Meet with Mr. Levin in a private
reception from 5pm - 6pm.
Attend a reception from 6pm - 8pm
Hear Mr. Levin's Cable Industry Speech.
For more information and to
sign up for the bus,
call Sandy Andrews at 297• 2562
C R
B S
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Club Profile:

Vive Le Club de FrancaisI
Bonjour! The French Club is
excited to have this opportuni ty
to inform the Trinity community about who we are and what
we do. Our members include
students who are studying the
French language or culture, international students with a
French background, and people
who just have a general interest
in the French way of life.
Membership is free and a
budget is allocated to the club
by the SGA on a yearly basis to
conduct different activities.
The goal of the French Club is
to allow students to experience
various aspects of the French
culture first hand. These events
have included watching French
films (including the French
Film Festival at the Cinestudio),
attending French plays such as
The Phantom of the Opera, selling T-shirts with famous French
quotes, holding a French dessert

WHAT DO YOU THINK
ABOUT WHAT HAPPENED
WITH THE WORLD SERIES?
JAROD GREENE '02
Diana Potter flips a crepe at the most recent
French Club event.

bake sale, our popular crepe
party, and taking a trip to New
York City to enjoy French cuisine,
Our future events include a
trip to Montreal, attending a
French art exhibition, holding
an essay contest, attending a
French opera, and participating
in the Festival of French and
Francophone Cinema. The
Club meets every Monday at

KARA KLENK.

yench Club, and other
members enjoy crepes at one of the club's cultural events.

"I really thought the fate
of the free world rested
with the Yankees. Now
we're doomed."

KARA KLENK

Gallows Hill Bookstore at 4:30
for a French Coffee hour where
we sit, drink coffee, and speak
informally in French about
whatever comes to mind!
General club meetings take
place on announced Mondays
in the Cave. There is a French
Table in Hamlin Hall that meets
every Thursday at noon where
students can eat lunch and hold
conversations in French with
both professors and other students. We are always looking for
new ideas to explore the French
culture and have a great time, so
please come and share your
thoughts about what you would
like to see the French Club
sponsor! If you would like to become a member, call the president Lisa Oliveri at x3029 or the
advisor for the Club, Audrey
Sartiauxatx2523. You will then
be added to our list and will receive notice of all our activities.
Also, check out the French Club
website
at
hup / /
cai i b o u . c c L f i n x o l l . e a u /
orgs_frenchclub/.
-Lisa Oliveri

KATY BYRON '05

"I hate Arizona, Yankees
rock!"

MIKE PETRELLI '04

"It's unfortunate that the
Yankees didn't win, but it
was a great series, good
for baseball."
•"*—"!-—_—"Maw-.-"••^•.•r •—"• T". • ^ ' ^ " ^ r

"
Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...

Upcoming Resume Deadlines
Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting
Wednesday, November 7,2001
National Science Foundation - Graduate Research
Fellowship

Tuesday, November 20, 2001
Adams, Harkness & Hill - Analyst

Friday, November 9,2001
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station - Research Technician I

SaturdayNovember 24,2001
Mi Casa Family Services & Educational Center, Inc21st CCLC , Site Coordinator
MIS Data Clerk Inc. - Program Supervisor

Sunday, November 11, 2001
Snelling Personnel - Recruiter
Wednesday, November 14,2001
Carney, Sandoe & Associates - Teachers
Thomson Financial/Carson -Associate

i
*

fe

Friday, November 16,2001
Western Connecticut State University - Public
Service Librarian

Thursday, November 15,2001
National Security Agency - Summer Network
Evaluation Intern Program
Newsday - Summer internship program
Punahou School - Teacher/Mentor

Please visit Trinity Recruiting for more information at:
http://trincoli.erecruiting.com
OR visit us on our NEW location on the first floor of the
Admissions and Career Service Center!
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Call x2080 for an appointment with a Career Specialist
or drop in from 12:00 PM to 4:30 PM Monday - Friday

NEW!
Wednesday evening drop-in hours!
6:00 PM-9:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting Calendar of Events often for
.updates on important Career Services events!

3?
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TrinSpotting: A Closer Look at a Trinity Frosh
DIANA POTTER
Features Writer

As TrinSpotting was scouring the
campus for that rare human specimen
worthy of the dedication of a late Monday night of writing, she came across
Stephen Lawrence Katuska. Who is this
worthy specimen, you might ask. Well,
Stephen is representative of what we all
here were once. That's right, Stephen is a
freshman.
I see freshmen all the time, huddling
in groups on the Long Walk outside of
Jarvis, or sitting together at one long
table in Mather. They are hard to miss.
However, I remind myself that 1 was one
once, and so I decide to sit down with
Steve and find out just what lies behind
the face of one of this year's freshmen.
The first thing that 1 learn about Steve
is that unlike most freshmen who have
ten fingers, he only has nine and a half.
He lost half of his right thumb in a bicycle accident when he was two years
old. He put his hand in between the
spokes of his brother's bike and his
thumb got stuck. He holds out his hand
and 1 take a look. So this is what half a
thumb looks like, I tell myself, as I stare
at the short, fat, wrinkly, stumpy-looking thing with a sliver of a nail that pro-

trudes from his right hand. It looks sort
of like a gorilla's thumb, or the thumb
that 1 imagine Shrek would have had, although I did not get a very close look at
his thumbs.
"There are no drawbacks to my
thumb," Steve tells me. "Only advantages. It's great for video games. I am very
quick with the little thumb. I don't have
a big thumb to get in the way. It is also
good for golf. In golf, it is a known fact
that it is easier to play if less of your hand
is in contact with the club. And with my
thumb I have an advantage, because I
have less hand. I have also been told by
the ladies that it's a turn-on, so it has been
known to help me in my relationship
area as well." I will have to take Steve's
word on this one. I will also have to take
his word on the fact that he is "one of
Trinity's most eligible freshman bachelors."
However, Steve will not let me stop
there. "I am a very eligible bachelor," he
says. "If you need a picture of me, there's
one on every girl's wall on my floor. I can
also dance really well. This is surprising because most people think that 1 am
goofy. I do mostly hip-hop dancing. I
have been known to do ballroom dancing, however that is not my specialty."
I ask this eligible bachelor what he
does in his spare time when he is not

This Week's Crossword

impressing ladies with his
half-thumb.
"Well," he says,
"one of my favorite hobbies is
playing nutball." When I
ask Steve to explain this game
to me, 1 realize
that I may be
getting more
than I bargained for. But Freshman Stephen Katuska explains the joys of nut-ball.
now I am curious. What really goes on from the TV show Jackass. So anyone
in the freshmen dorms these days? I'll let who has ever seen that show will know
Steve explain it to you in his own words. immediately how to play." I do not know
"Well the nut-ball players consist of the show, so I ask Steve to please elabomyself and the trio of James Connolly, rate. "Well, let's see. Two people sit facing
Nick Sheehan and Ryan Harrity. We are each other wearing nothing but underalways looking for more players, but no- wear, with their, how shall I put it, ahh...
body else has been up to par so far. We general regions, exposed. The object of
play once or twice a week on the third the game is to lob a tennis ball at the
floor of Jones." I am still waiting to hear other person's general region and hope
a description of this game in full, so I let for a strike. The first person to quit is the
Steve continue.
loser. It is really a game of stamina and
"Well, we really didn't invent nut- accuracy. Not many people play it beball," he confesses. "Its origin is really
see FRESHMAN on page eleven

O

Top Ten Excuses Trinity Students
Used to Avoid the Leadership
Symposium This Past Weekend
"10. "1was too hiingover after Saturday night."Excuse only
applicable to the twenty-five students who went out on Saturday
night.
9. "I already know how to get money for my organization." -It'll
be bake sales and car washes now, pal
8. "I have better things to do on a Sunday." -The TV will be there
for the entire semester, sorry we can't say the same thing about
your budget.

-

-

7. "I signed apetition saying I didn't have to go."-Correction: You
signed a petition saying you didn't want to go.
6. "I thought the e-mail advertising the event was mean." -Oh
damn, I've misplaced my spare blankie and pacifier.
5. "It was entirely too long."-Thank Godyoudidn't check the
revised schedule shortening the meeting to a measly three hours
because then you'd still have money!
4. "I heard no one else was going," -Don't make me bring up that
jumping off the Brooklyn Bridge thing.

DOWN
1 El
2 Mouth (comb, form)
3 Risk
4 Bristle
5 Fad
6 Pertaining to (suf.)
7 Extinct bird
8 Lure
9 Dulled
10 Metal
11 Friend
16 Change
18 Color
20 Splotch
22 Bum
23 Carries blip images
25 Cup
27 Yelps
28 Cards with threes
30 Cloth
32 Scar
36 Hole
38 Slogan
41 Goal
43 Pouch
45 Framework
47 Magazine (Inf.)
49 Requests
52 Heckler
54 Fairy tale monster
55 Ban
56
Lupino
57 Fish eggs
59 Japanese coin
6019th Greek letter
63 Musical note

2. "We have another event planned that day."-No need to
explain that to the event coordinators, just don't show up.1. 'It wasn't my responsibility." • What a team player!

Last Week's Solution
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ACROSS
1 Fish
4 Begin
9 Wipe
12 Gershwin
13 Mistake
14 Southern constellation
15 Give
17 Bloc
19 Liver
21 Animal
22 Waste allowance
24 Water barrier
26 Owe
29 Most unusual
31 Drifter
33 Daughters of the Amer, Rev. (abbr.)
34 Public announcement (abbr.)
35 Newspaper (slang)
37 School of whales
39 Concerning
40 Pad
42 Fuel
44 Craggy
46 Baby Carriage
48Food
'
50 Russian newspaper
51 Hit
53 Congeals
55 Larger
58 Full of conceit
61Summer drink
62 Derived from the sun
64 Edu. group (abbr.)
65 Mole
66Josh
67 African antelope

3. "No one from my organization could go."-Wait a second, that is
a valid excuse, too bad no one used it
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Freshman Stephen Katuska Reveals His Secrets

continued from page ten
cause it takes a lot of 'balls' so to
speak, and most people around
here don't have any." Steve
laughs and 1 laugh too, wondering what kind of flack Steve is
going to get for this quote. But
Steve is not the least bit worried.
"1 will challenge any student
here to a game of nut-ball," he
says, "because not only do I have
good aim, I also have a small target."
TrinSpotting thinks about
this for a minute. Steve says he
will challenge "any student."
This means that TrinSpotting
also qualifies as a contender. She
wonders how she would do at a
game of nut-ball against Steve.
Perhaps if it weren't for the "underwear only" rule...
But as Steve admits, even he
himself can only take so much
nut-ball. "It hurts a lot, and well,
I want to have kids eventually."
When Steve isn't playing his
weekly game of nut-ball, he
also enjoys watching The Sopranos. "I love that show. I have
every episode on my computer,"

• *' !:, "&V

he says. He also enjoys playing
Trivial Pursuit with his mentor,
junior Marli Reif man. "I love my
mentor," he says. "We play
Trivial Pursuit all the time. We
have a rotating group of six of
us who play every Thursday
night at either nine or eleven
PM. The games do get pretty
rowdy though, I will warn you
of that."
Steve is also an avid Red Sox
fan. "I HATE the Yankees" he
says proudly. "The first day of
school I wore a 'YANKEES
SUCK' T-shirt." 1 look around
Steve's room and notice a large,
white, plastic Red Sox mug on
his desk in which he keeps his
pencils. I ask him what other
Red Sox paraphernalia he has
accumulated since this is all I
can spot in his room. "Well I do
have a large collection of Tshirts, but what I am most
proud of is my ticket signed by
Izzy Alcantara. I carry it around
with me in my wallet at all
times."
I ask Steve to tell me the story
behind his ticket. He explains:

s.iSki*

"Well my friends and I go to a
lot of Red Sox games at Fenway
Park. I have been to probably 25
games so far. After games we'll
go to the parking lot behind the
stadium and wait for the play• ers to come out. We know the
ins and outs of Fenway Park
pretty well. So I've met most of
the players. And when I met
Izzy it was tough because he
speaks only Spanish, so he had
no idea what I was asking him.
I had to force the ticket and a
pen into his hand before he got
the idea."
I wonder if Steve has any
other stories. "Well, when Trinity had a trip to Fenway this
year, me and one of my friends
snuck around and sat behind
home plate for two innings before we were escorted out by
security. 1 also met Rich
Garces on that trip. I talked to
him for a while. He was telling me how he loves fans and
how they keep him going. We
also talked about pitching. He
was telling me how he likes
relieving more than starting,
because it makes him feel
valuable. Before I die I want to
play catch in Fenway Park.
And I would like to be buried
under the Park when I die.
Those are my goals. I want to
see a ballgame played in every
ballpark in the country. And I
also want to learn to dance an
Irish jig,"

ago in the Party Barn. We
dressed in kilts, plastic armor
and aviator sunglasses and we
walked all the way to Vernon
Social Center to fill out the paperwork. I wanted to model, but
only if I could wear the kilt. It
takes a real man to wear a kilt.
However, due to some rowdy
behavior, Jimmy and I were
kicked out and that ended my
modeling career pretty quickly."
Steve says that his freshman
experience has been a very good
one overall. "The mentoring
program has worked out very
well," he says. "I have had a lot
of interaction with my mentor
and also with my advisor. Overall I think Trinity has done a
good job of making the freshman experience an easy transition from high-school. I also
like the fact that there is a
very active social life here and
there are always people to
hang out with and a place to
go. The freshmen also Seem to
mix well with the upperclassmen. It seems as if the school
is pretty inclusive. It doesn't
really seem to be divided. I did
think that there was going to
be more work than there is
though," he says. "I also
thought that I would get a lot
more sleep than I do. Now five
hours a night is all I can expect
to get anymore."

Steve applied Early Decision
to Trinity from Algonquin ReBesides being a sports fan, gional High School in
Steve also has an interest in Northborough, Massachusetts.
modeling. "My friend Jimmy His home is in the next town
Connolly and 1 went to the au- over, in Southborough. "1 chose
ditions for .the modeling show, to apply early to Trinity because
that theyput on a couple weeks " fella's a goodacaderrtJCreputa-

am
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FRIDAY,
MOVEMBER 1 6 T H
FOR

Information Session

How to Apply to
Law School
Phil Ross
from

T H E BOSTON AMJMNI
TVETWOKKING EVENT

5<:30 P.M.—7:00

tion, and also because I heard
that it has the best parties and
the finest females." Well, Steve,
you are right on target, at least
with the latter two.
Steve hasn't had any problems with homesickness; in fact
he says he was glad to get away
froni home. "My mom hasn't
even sent me one package yet."
Except for one trip to the mailboxes where he hit his head resulting in a noticeable scar on
his forehead, trips to the mailboxes have not resulted in anything of interest.
As far as classes go, Steve is
taking Calculus 3, Computer
Science, Sociology and his
Freshman Seminar which is
called "Fallacies for Fun and
Profit" which he tells me is "all
about lying in advertising."
His favorite class is Calculus
because he is good at it and he
understands it really well. "I've
always known that I was going
to do something with math,
ever since I was little. Either that
or I was going to become a professional video game player I
was inspired by the movie. The
Wizard with Fred Savage who
was the best child video game
player in the country. However,
once I realized that they don't
give scholarships for that I
dropped that idea pretty
quickly. I like doing math more
than I like to read," he says. "I
don't even think I know how to
read, I forgot."
I have to give Steve credit for
doing a good job of entertaining
me long enough to write this
article. Now 1 just hope he re'•members how to read it.

P.M.

6TH FLOOR
40 HOWES WHARF A
BOSTON, MA
Don't miss your chance to
meet and network with:
Peter Blum ' 7 2 , Managing Director,
Grantham, Mayo, Van Otterloo & Co.
and other Boston Area Alumni.
KSVP to Ellen Gagnon by November 14 th :
ElleM.GagMon@trincolI.edn or 397-2084
Sponsored by Career Services and
The Trinity Clwb -of Boston

will conduct a presentation for
students interested in
applying to law school.

First and Last Pizza
will be served at 6:00 PM,
event starts at 6:30 PM.

Wednesday,
Nov. 7, 2 o o i
6:oo PM to 9:00 PM
Career Services Office
Don't miss this opportunity!
C R
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Community Activist
of the Week:
Alice Barnes V4
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KaRkanna's
MysficaL Tqrzot
VIRGO

PISCES

AUG23-SE.PT22

KIENK

This week's community activist is responsible for one of Trinity's newest outreach projects. Alice Barnes '04, along with several other students from Praxis,
initiated an organization call KICS, Kids Involved In Community Service. The
group's mission is to help build friendships, self-esteem and community involvement among girls ages 7-12. In the last two months, the members of KICS
have already made cards and posters for the Children's Hospital, organized a
fair and clean-up on Zion Street and participated in Halloween on Vernon
Street.
Although Alice and the other leaders of KICS put in a tremendous amount
of time and effort, their organization is unique in that they have no president.
Alice says they wanted to make all the members feel equally important and
that empowering the girls is probably KICS' greatest accomplishment.

-Meredith Tuttle

The Student Bodif
Crash Course on URls
So, what's a URI anyway? It's an upper respiratory infection, the bread and
butter diagnosis of the primary care
practitionej^J^gically benign and selflimiting, trTetJRi has talceh on a greater
significance this year. Because of the
scourge of bio-terrorism, it is with less
confidence — or so it seems, according to
the media—that anyone can say, "It's just
a cold." To keep healthy, you should
know the signs and symptoms of the
common cold, the flu, and now inhalation anthrax.
COLDS: The average adult has two to
five colds each year. Most of these viral
infections involve a stuffy nose, scratchy
sore throat,sneezing, and a cough. People
with colds might also have a slight fever.
Unfortunately, there is no cure for the
common cold; it simply has to run its
course, which it usually does uneventfully in about 7-10 days.
The best you can do is to get at least
eight hours of uninterrupted sleep
nightly; drink 8-10 glasses of noncaffeinated, non-alcoholic beverages.
daily; eat a nutritious diet; and take
Tylenol for aching or mild headache.
Additionally, you can take a guaifenesin
expectorant, such as Robitussin DM, if
you have a cough,
Robitussin DM ("DM" stands for the
cough suppressant dextromethorphan)
to thin and loosen secretions.
Pseudophedrine, used sparingly, can
help with the nasal congestion, but it can
also dry you out so drink lots of fluid
while taking it.
Complications from a cold include
bronchitis, pneumonia, sinusitis, and ear
infections. If you have a fever of more
than 101 degrees, trouble with breathing,
facial pain and/or pressure, or if your
cold has lasted more than 7-10 days, you
should come to the Health Center immediately for evaluation.
FLU: Another viral infection, the flu,
like a cold, has no real cure. What makes
it different from a cold, however, is that
most people experiencing the flu say
they feel like they have been "hit by a
Mack truck" or "knocked off theii feet"

Meaning that they are prostrate with a
high fever (often 102 degrees), general
aching, and fatigue, Some people also
have a mild runny nose and a dry cough,
without shortness ol breath. Flu outbreaks occur in late fall and winter, and
are spread through coughing and sneezing. The treatment, complications, and
warning signs are similar to those of a
cold. However, vaccination against the
flu can usually prevent you from getting
it. There are also antiviral medications '
that, if taken within the first few days of
the flu, will decrease the severity and
length of the illness. You can call the
American Lung Association at 1-888NO TO FLIX668-6358) for information
about local flu vaccination clinics.
INHALATION ANTHRAX: According to the Connecticut Public Health
Department, "the initial symptoms of
inhalation anthrax are mild and not specific and may include fever, malaise and
mild cough or chest pain. After several
days.the symptoms may progress to severe breathing difficulties and shock." Its
early symptoms can be confused with
the cold or flu.
However, the abrupt escalation from
aches and sniffles to incapacitating
shor mess of breath is what distinguishes
this life-threatening bacterial infection
from these other viral conditions. The
bottom line is, if you are experiencing
any suddenly and/or unusually extreme
shortness of breath, occurring after the
onset of cold symptoms, get yourself to
the nearest Emergency Department and
insist on immediate evaluation
"The Student Body" is a weekly
health-advocacy column from the
Health Center. Please submit topics or
questions for future discussion to Kathy
Groff, Assistant Director, Health Center
(kathleen.groff@trincoll.edu or x2018).
You can also make your comments on
line at the Health Center website
(www.trincoll.edu/depts/student-services/health_center.htm). All submissions remain anonymous.The Health
Center is located on the first floor of
Wheaton

For an appointment,
callx2018

You are pretty much the best friend
ever this week. Time and time again
you have come through for that friend
who's in a pinch. Good onel You really
know the value of being a good friend
and you will reap the benefits in the
end. In terms of love for Virgo, this
week, that breath of fresh air is just
around the corner, find it!

I ? - MAR 2O

The time is now, Pisces! It's time to go
ahead and take the plunge. Go for that
thing you have been pining for all semester but have been holding back
on. Whether it's a member of the opposite sex or the chicken sandwich at
the Bistro. There's no time like the
present, so take a deep breath and
jump in.

LIBRA

ARIES

SE.IT25-OCT22
You're trying to deny something from
the past that is trying to push its way
back into the present. Rather than
avoid it, maybe you should consider
confronting the matter and finding
the best way to move on. It's not
healthy to sweep things under the
rug. Try to be up front with the past
and the present so that your future
won't be full of skeletons. Also, keep
a look out for that lost item, you may
find it!

MAR 21 -APR 15
Beware, Aries, of putting too much
on your plate this week. You're taking
so much on it's like you are begging for
a nervous breakdown. Remember that
you are only one person, you can't
please everyone, and you can only be
one place at a time. Make sure that you
can do everything to the best of your
ability rather than a bunch of little
things half-assed. Take your time, be
thorough, and breathe!

SCORPIO

TAURUS

OCX 23-NOV 21

APR 20-MAY 20

Scorpio, this week you may rekindle
a relationship with an old acquaintance. This may or may not be a romantic relationship but it's worth
revisiting. Keep your eyes open for
-that old friend or "more,than a friend"
who may be trying to weasel his/her
way back into your life. On the other
hand, it may be time for you to do
some of the work and reconnect with
that estranged friend.

Taurus, don't you think it's time you
get off your ass and start doing something. Get involved in something like
a club or some sort of cause, as long
as it doesn't involve a remote control.
You are seally into your down time-but
honestly, it's time to wake up before
the sun goes down and get going. Remember, resumes are never too far off
and you don't want to look like»a
couch potato when you are trying to

ft
2b

SAGITTARIUS -

ft-

NOV22-DLC21

Sagittarius, you have been treating
someone in your life very badly.
Whether or not you think they deserve it, you should consider the adage, "What goes around comes
around," While this person may be
taking all that you dish out, one day
you are going to turn around and he/
she is going to be gone. And I hate to
say it but.you'll.have no one to blame
but yourself. Start considering the
way you treat others and it's never too
late to rediscover the Golden Rule.

CAPRICORN

-

•.;• G E M I N I

I

MAY2V-X1N2O
You've just entered into a new commitment and while it may be physically draining, it is doing wonders for
your senses of worth and direction.
Also, this extreme time commitment
will really make you appreciate your
free time and time spent with friends.
Keep your chin up and keep working
and in the end you will be rewarded
for all your hard work. On another
note, keep an eye on a sibling that
may be going astray. A word from an
older brother or sister could make all
the difference.

CANCER

DE.C22-JAN I?
Capricorns are very meticulous with
their affairs and it's coming in handy
this semester. You are organizing all
your work very well and leaving a
time for relaxing and social time.
While this is all fine and good, make
sure you don't get too bogged down
in the status quo. Sometimes it's a bit
of a buzz kill for others that you are
never willing to take a jump or do
something out of character.

You are really feeling nostalgic for
the days of old this week. Feeling like
this year isn't measuring up to last?
Miss something or someone you used
to spend a lot of time with last year?
Well try to look forward but also
maintain old ties. In this case, you can
have your cake and eat it too. Remember that each year of college is unique
and you'll.never be able to repeat even
a day of it. So.make each one count!

AQUARIUS

LEO,

JAN2O-TE.&IS
Getting bogged down with the preThanksgiving wave of work? Time to
take a step back and breathe. Maybe
you should plan something fun for
this weekend that you can work towards all. week and that will keep
your spirits up this week. If you wait
for the weekend you might be so
mentally tired that planning something may no: even be feasible. Plan
it now, and enjoy it later!

JUL23-AUG22
You are completely down and cynical this week, and you know what?
That's ok. Sometimes it's healthy to
have a bad week and recognize that
fact. Every week can't be a spectacular one. So just lay low and spend
some, time alone this week and get
ready to bust out this weekend when
people will rediscover the fun and
happy you that was on vacation this
week,

1

Special B for 1 fares!
That's night Buy one ticket and get
one free with three-day advance
purchase. Limited time only.* See
websites OP call for details. NOW!!!
8OQ343.9999

greyhound.com

peterpanbus.com

•Offer expires ll/lo/Ot Special conditions apply.

fer
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TheOthers, the Thinking Man's Scary Movie
BYJIMSETHNA
Arts Editor

Now, I know that Halloween
was last week, and a scary
movie would have been more
appropriate than a kung fu
movie, but I don't care. I decided
to watch The Others this week.
The Others is not a scary
movie for everyone. If you like
scary movies that incorporate
lotsof special effects, this movie
is not for you. There is surprisingly very little in the way of
special effects. However, in my
eyes, that is what makes this
movie a gem.
These days, there seems to
be only one kind of scary
movie: the slasher films. Such
atrocities as Scream, I Know
What you Did Last Summer,
and the entire Friday the 13'h
series are included in this category. These types of films
take absolutely no intelligence to make, are deprived of
a good storyline, and generally
are easy to figure out.
Unfortunately, intelligent
scary movies are few and far
between. In the high-speed
Internet e-mail world that we
live in, people want action all
the time. Thus, the slasher
movie is perfect for them, as it
has senseless violence throughout the entire movie. The Others is not for that type of
audience; it requires a more sophisticated palate.
Tjje Others is a throwback to
another era. There were many
good scary movies made during
the 60s and 70s. Some that leap
to mind include The Turnofihe
Screw and The Haunting (and I
mean the 1963 version, not the
atrocious 1999 version which
made me laugh hysterically).
Those kinds of movies evoked
fear through acting, eerie mu-

sic, use of shadow and light, and
most importantly, a story line.
I know I haven't told you very
much about the plot of the
movie, but 1 needed to make few
statements first. The plot is a
little slow and can actually be a
little tedious at times, but it is
well worth it. As the movie
starts, we see a woman screaming. This one act sets the tone for
the movie. Grace (Nicole
Kidman) awakens from some
unspoken horror, perhaps
arising from her religiously
overprotective concern for her
young
children,
Anne
(Alakina Mann) and Nicholas
(James Bentley). The children
are hypersensitive to light
and have lived in a musty
manor with curtains and
shutters perpetually drawn.
As Grace's husband (Christopher Eccleston) seems to have
been lost at war, an ominous
setting has been established.
This now sets the stage perfectly to accommodate a sense
of dreaded expectation, escalating when three strangers arrive
in response to Grace's yetunposted request for domestic
help. Mrs. Mills (Fionnula
Flanagan), the housekeeper,
leads this mysterious trio into
Grace's world. In fact they are intertwined into the story much

so that I could gauge how scary
the movie really was according
to their responses in different
scenes. While my friends
were often terrified, I was not
scared at all.
One of my female friends, I
will call her B, actually
jumped out of her seat. This
was not a rare occasion as "B"
jumped out of her seat many
times during the movie. This
was a very comical scene
which made me laugh out
loud.
Several movie patrons
looked at me and wondered
what the source of my laughter was since we were watching
a
scary
movie.
Interestingly enough the
people in the row above
caused a popcorn avalanche
to spew all over us. A small
boy sang out to his mother,
"Mommy, I want popcorn,
Mommy, I want popcorn,
Mommy I want popcorn."
Don't you just love the movie
theatre?
One of my male friends, I
will call him T, actually spilled
his buttered popcorn all over
himself as he saw a scary image.
The price of admission was well
worth this particular sight.
Sadly, you will not see this, but
I highly encourage you to get

The Others is not a scary movie for
everyone. If you like scary movies that
incorporate lots of special effects, this
movie is not for you,
„. ,„„, . ^
more than that, but to say more
would give away too much, and
I surely do not want to do that
So, by now it should be obvious that I like this type of movie,
but you may be asking if 1 liked
this movie. I went with a group
of friends to the movie theater

your friends to order buttered
popcorn at the next scary movie
y'all attend. In fact half the audience actually screamed in
horror during certain parts. Obviously the psychological aspects worked very well in the
dark theater to heighten

DIMENSION FILMS

Nicole Kidman plays an over-protective mother in The Others.
people's apprehensions.
The only visible problems
were the plot's pace and a few
unanswered questions. I am not
going to tell you what they are,
as it will spoil the ending, but
let me just say, I am still trying
to figure out a few loose ends.
Also, this movie did not scare
me. I was a little disappointed
in this, as I was anticipating a
movie that would scare me.
Other than the good acting, the
plot was fascinating, and appropriately orchestrated music
gave the movie a slight edge that
compelled some people to jump
out of their seat.
^j^JpUiSJ^fi,0,1 the 1 kind of
"movfeutwafch" iFyou want to
be up all night with a flashlight and a blanket pulled
sharply across your eyes. Instead this is the movie to
watch with your girlfriend, or
someone you want to be your
girlfriend. It has the right
scare factor to allow you to resume the activities in the

morning at a normal pace.
Unlike The Exorcist, you will
be able to sleep peacefully (I
assume). Also, you won't look
over your shoulder when entering your bedroom later tonight. If you have seen The
Exorcist you may have an idea
of what I am talking about. If
not, rent it at your own risk. Out
of a possible 5 star rating, I
would give this film a 4 for reasons mentioned above.
All in all, The Others is a good
movie if you know what type of
movie to expect Do not expect
an ultra violent, kill them all,
gory, slasher film. This movie
has none of these images. In fact,
not one person actually dies in
this movie. Seem strange for a
scary movie? Perhaps, but only
because there are few other
types like it. In this critic's
mind, it is a thinking man's horror movie, and if you are incapable of enjoying such a movie,
stick to Urban Legends: Final
Cut You'll thank me later.

CINESTUDIO
Drift (US, 200186 mia) Directed by Ouentin Lee
Quentin Lee (Shopping/or Fangs) is on to something in this terse depiction of unrequited longing/It is simultaneously simple, complex, and mundane. This is not Hollywood connection. The
irony is that Drift aimost did not get made. Lee thought that the story was too personal and idiosyncratic. The opposite is true. Drift is an epic tale of personal angst, break-up, and a man's destructive obsession with finding the ever-elusive soul mate of his fantasies. All this with some
good sex scenes thrown in between,
..'."••'•'

Jazz at Austin Arts on
Wednesday November 7 at 8
PM. Kris Allen and Charles
Flores to perform at the
Goodwin Theatre. These two
swingin' cats will play
Gillespie, Ellington, Golson,
Rollins, Henderson, and
more. Be there for a great
show at a great price (free for
the Trinity community).

Burnt Money (Argentina AJruguay/Spain. 2000125 min.) Directed by Marcelo Pineyro
[Spanish with English Subtitles]
Two handsome strangers emerge from the darkness of an apparently abandoned building, circling
and tempting each other The narrator informs us that everyone thinks that they are twins, but that
actually,
they
, are
lovers: ,
lethal,
thieving
lovers.
Based on the true story of Angel and Nene, it is the steamy Argentine hit film about an infamous heist
gone horribly wrong. With the cops closing in, the two lovers must confront their demons in order to
| survive. Spanish screen star Eduardo Noriega, who recently won Best Actor at the Spanish Goyas for
AhreLosOjas(Open Your E^es), gives a spellbinding performance as AngeL
The Monkey's Mask (Australia, 200*0 91 min.) Directed by Samantha Lang
Some hearts will stop for Jill (Susie Porter) in the first moments of this sexy Australian thriller
that takes us deep into a world of literary rivalry and seduction. Everyone will be spellbound by
Diana, the alluring poetry professor played by Kelly McGillis (Top Gun, The Accused). The film is
based on Dorothy Porter's acclaimed erotic murder mystery written in verse. Jill meets Diana while
investigating the case of a missing poet. The poet was last seen reading her sexually-charged work
to an audience of potential suspects, at which Diana was, of course, present. It's not long before the
teacher and the detective are creating their own twists and turns to a murder mystery that will
keep you guessing till the very end.
Princesa (Italy/Germany/Brazil, 2000 96 min.) Directed by Henrique Goldman
[Italian with English Subtitles]
Princesa documents the journey of Fernanda, a young Brazilian transgender woman trying to find
her place in the world. She arrives in Italy and soon finds herself involved in the surprising world of
Brazilian transvestite prostitutes. Fernanda blossoms into Princesa, a stylish and alluring new figure on
the scene, working hard to earn the money she needs to finally become, as she says, "a real woman."
Pri ncesa is a bracingly realistic and fascinating look at the evolving life and identity of this young person,
who strives to find herself somewhere along the spectrum between male and female. '

Friday, November 9. Free
Salsa Lessons! Get ready for
Salsarengue with FREE salsa
lessons from La Voz Latina(69
Vernon Street). Lessons will be
from 6:30 PM to 8:30 PM. Contact Maribel Acosta-Lugo at
x4273 or Vilma NavarroDaniels at x5256. Remember,
Salsarengue is on November 10,
so dust off your salsa CDs and
hit the practice floor.
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Capitalistic Acts Provide Incredible Visual Images
escapes from the world around him with
these apple breaks and dream sequences;
Editor-in-Chief
they are his only respite from the cruel
consumption around him. In the end,
Austin Arts Center's Goodwin Theater dreams, pain, and death are the only eswas host to Mara Lieberman and cape for the inhabitants of this world.
Mitchell Polin's brainchild, Capitalistic
The show provides a harsh look at the
Acts Between Consenting Adults. The American capitalistic way of life.
performance piece, loosely based on Lieberman and Polin use their dystopia
Aldous Huxley's Brave New World, con- to magnify and present the potential difronted issues of American materialism, sasters that might occur if the country
capitalism, and the resulting moral and allowed capitalistic ideas to overrun all
emotional decay.
else. In the authors' words, "art is a way
The loose plot-line centers around of being dazzled by the truth." No doubt,

the actors' precision and talent in carrying out their demands.
The performances of individual actors
and their performance as an ensemble
were equally engaging.
John
McCormick's '04 booming voice and
imposing presence communicated the
evils of capitalism and of a
"consumptionist" society. His characterization of the prefector was extremely
menacing and brought up images of
Huxley's Mustapha Mond and Orwell's
Big Brother. Scott Troost's '05 portrayal
of William communicated the urgent
and desperate need for emotion and esfrom such an environment. Jessie
Lieberman and Polin use their dystopia to magnify cape
Richardson's '04 Anna was a complex
and present the potential disasters that might occur
character and Richardson was adept at
if the country allowed capitalistic ideas to overrun manifesting the angst and fear of her
character to the audience. The talall else.
ented ensemble of clones, freeze-tag
contestants, workers, examiners, and
William and Anna, a couple struggling this performance is meant to shock the bathing beauties included: Sasha Bratt
to achieve some sort of intimacy in a fu- audience member who fails to see that '03, Allison Carhart '04, Dion Corsilia
turistic world that allows only work, as a member of this capitalistic society, '05, Emily Johnson '04, Erin Kinney
data, productivity, and consumption. he too, conforms to the daily regimen of '05 , and Karen Stern '03 . Without
This nightmare dystopia is excellently working and sleeping that William la- their presence, many of the show's
realized with the use of lighting, slides, ments. This magnification of our own greatest moments would have been
angular doorways, clinical lab coats and lives, provides shock value and insight. lost.
sparse costumes, a soundtrack of comIn many ways, this message was deIn so many ways, Capitalistic Acts Beputerized noises and music, and mecha- livered beautifully. There cannot be tween Consenting Adults, was an amaznized movements by the actors. William enough said about the visual magnifitries to woo Anna away from the mo- cence of this show. Every detail, from the
This magnification of our
notony of her grilling daily work, which lighting, to the set, to the slides, to the
keeps her numb from the emotion's she sound, and the costumes, made a subtle
value and insight
could be experiencing. Her concerns for but powerful statement that furthered
productivity and capitalism hold her the show's message.
ing show. However, the script was seback from engaging in an emotional exThe work with movement was excel- verely lacking; the dialogue was experience with William.
lent and shows a wonderful creativity of tremely stale and always came just short
William breaks away from this world choreography. The slow-motion freeze- of believable dialogue. One may also
by leaving his work to savor an apple. tag sequence, the opening dance by the take issue with some of the annoyingly
This scene, and another where William clones, the "Wipeout" dream sequence, drawn out episodes. Many of the emocoaxes A nna to take an apple break, with and the human machine made up of cast tionally moving scenes, such as the scene
its obvious symbolism, conjures up sym- members performing daily acts of where Anna breaks down and finds her
bols of rebellion, knowledge, and an in- grooming are several examples of the inner emotions, lost their power after
troduction to the world's pain. William directors' keen sense of movement and they dragged on too long. The same is
BY A M Y BUCHNER

s

true of the much talked-about, ten
minute "kiss" that preceded intermission. It is understandable that the directors would want to prolong such an
important moment of emotion in a
world where every second is precious
and profitable. It also follows that they
would want to take advantage of the
same audience that they earlier accosted
for attributing financial value to art.
However, it would seem that the effect
is lost on those who left the theater and
on those of us sitting fidgeting in our
chairs, waiting for the cyclorama to stop
changing colors and the show to continue. Even those of us who understood
the moment intellectually, had trouble
following it artistically. They lost our attention to whispers and chair creaks after a good five minutes.
Along the same lines, some of the
symbolism was creative and vibrant, but
some of the symbols fell short. The
"Wipeout" dream sequence and the
game of freeze-tag are some of Polin
and Lieberman's more inventive
ideas. However, the apple was one of
the more cliched and hackneyed
symbols, and while immediately
recognizable, seemed a bit trite.
Overall, many of the show's deeper

own lives, provides shock
meanings stumbled in being too obvious or too "out there."
However, the show's less-than-stellar
script and infrequent lulls did nothing
to diminish thefact that Capitalistic Acts
Between Consenting Adults is an absorbing and visually magnificent effort on
the parts of an immensely talented and
creative team of directors, technicians
and actors.

ESSAY CONTEST 2 0 0 2

liiii
THE MISSION OF INROADS is TO DEVELOP AND PLACE
TALENTED MINORITY YOUTH IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY AND
PREPARE THEM FOR CORPORATE AND COMMUNITY
LEADERSHIP.
i';

Information Session
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13TH
7:00P.M.
CAREER SERVICES OFFICE
(ADMISSIONS & CAREER SERVICES BUILDING
PLEASE ENTER THROUGH THE LOWER LONG WALK
ENTRANCE)

IN ETHICS
SUGGESTED TOPICS

W7iy are we here? How are we to meet our ethical obligations?
Reflect on the:."{»*'.<profound'moraldilemmayou
'.,'.'•
. have'encountered'^tirid^ t^ftaf f//i«s/aji"/i/ yo« fl^o''^ t-fA^;•':,.: ^{Wliat ethical issue concerns you most and: what: ; : ;i;
Concrete: proposalii would'you makela>rdeal::-ivithJtfi;:yaL
ELIGIBILITY: FULL-TIME JUNIOR AND SENIOR UNDERGRADUATES
DEADLINE: DECEMBER 1 , 2 0 0 1

In addition to completing a Student Entry Form, the student is required to
have a professor review the essay and fill out a Faculty Sponsor Form. Any
interested professor may act as a Faculty Sponsor. The college or university
is not required to have an official coordinator for the contest; however,
your campus may have, or wish to establish, an internal set of procedures.
FIRST PRIZE: $5,000

What is INROADS? INROADS helps business and industry
develop talented young people of color for professional careers. It
is a not-for-profit career development organization operated like
a business.
What is an INROADS internship? An INROADS internship is
a year-round experience requiring commitment to certain
standards and participation in specific activities, including
summer employment at a participating company, training
workshops, staff coaching, and community service.
For more information, contact Andrea Saari in Career Services:
x. 2084 or andrea.saari@trincoll.edu

SECOND PRIZE: $2,500

THIRD PRIZE: $1,500

TWO HONORABLE MENTIONS: $ 5 0 0 EACH

Entry form and detailed guidelines available online
at www.eliewieseKoundation.org, or by sending a
self-addressed, stamped envelope to:
The Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics
The Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity
529 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1802
New York, NY 10017
Telephone: 212.490'.7777
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PERFORMANCES

Ultra Cold Atoms and Ions

Anne Connell & Marcie Gintis

Trinity Jazz Ensemble

Professor Robin Cote of the University of Connecticut will give a talk entitled: "Ultra Cold Atoms and Ions" on Friday, November 9 in McCook
106 at 3 PM. Refreshments will be served at 2:45
PM. Cote will discuss recent phenomena seen in
extremely cold samples of atoms and ions that
make up a new form of matter known as a BoseEinstein condensate.

Rich in metaphorical content, Gintis' and
Connell's egg tempera, oil and gold leaf panel paintings reference Italian Renaissance history, religion
and painting techniques. The exhibit is open
through December 7 at the Widener Gallery in
Austin Arts Center. The Gallery is open daily from
1-6 PM. Free.

Saxophonist Kris Allen directs special guest bassist Charles Flores and ensemble in a performance
of classic jazz compositions by Gillespie, Ellington,
Golson, Rollins, and Henderson. See the TrinityJazz
Ensemble perform this Wednesday, November 7 at
8 PM in the Goodwin Theater in the Austin Arts
Center. Admission is free.

From Holdbein to Hockney

Trinity College Concert Choir

The exhibition Great British Paintings from
American Colkctions:Holbein to Hockney will run
at the Yale Center for British Art through December 30,2001. The exhibition offers a fresh and gloriously beautiful account of the history of painting
in Britain from the sixteenth century to the present.
Among the artists to be represented are Thomas
Gainsborough, J.M.W. Turner, and John Constable.
The Yale Center is open Tuesday-Saturday 10 AM5 PM and Sunday 12:00-5 PM. For more information call (203) 432-2800.

Start celebrating for the holidays with Trinity
College's Concert Choir. Hear Benjamin Britten's
Ceremony for Carols for chorus and harp and other
choral pieces performed by the choir in Trinity's
magnificent chapel. Chorus and instruments are
conducted by Floyd Higgins. This exciting concert
will be held in the Trinity College Chapel on Sunday, November 11 at 8 PM. Admission is free.

Jonathan Franzen Booksigning
Jonathan Franzen is the author of three novels,
including Strong Motion and The Twenty Seventh
City, and numerous essays, including the controversial "Harper's Essay" which set the stage for the
drama of political and artistic flurry around his
new novel, The Corrections. His latest novel has
been nominated for a National Book Award and a
selection by the Oprah Book Club. Do not miss
your opportunity to attend a booksigning and reception with him Wednesday, November 7 at 4:30
PM in the Faculty Club. Mr. Franzen will also hold
a discussion and workshop at 6:30 PM.

The Poetics of People's History
Dr. Marcus Rediker, Associate Professor of History at the University of Pittsburgh, will give a lecture entitled: "The Poetics of People's History." Dr.
Rediker is the winner of the American Studies
Association's John Hope Franklin Prize and the
Organization of American Historians' Merle Curti
Social Historians' Social History Award. The lecture is sponsered by the Trinity Center for Collaborative Teaching and Research and will be held in
Terrace Room B in Mather Hallon Thursday, November 8 at 4:15 PM. A reception will follow the
lecture.

-s/

Rescuers
The University of Connecticut's William Benton
Museum of Art will host an exhibition entitled
Portraits of Moral Courage in the Holocaust: Gay
Block andMalkaDrucker. The exhibition includes
photographs and texts about the people who hid,
protected and saved Jews during World War II. Gay
Block and Malka Drucker spent three years interviewing and photographing the rescuers. The exhibit runs through December 20,2001. For more
information call (860) 486-4520.

As a result of widespread interest in the Luce
Scholars Program, a new deadline of Monday, November 12,-has been set for Trinity applications.
The Luce Selection Committee will read the applications and interview candidates on campus
during the week of November the 12, and revised
applications, as well as all application materials
(letters of reference, etc.) will be due to Professor
Tarn in Modern Languages no later than MONDAY, NOVEMBER 26, Applications and additional
information are available through Prof. King Fai
Tam of the Modern Languages Department. The
Trinity College deadline for initial submission of
application essays this year is Wednesday, November 12. Any Interested students should contact
Professor Tam at x2167 or via email at
KingFai.Tam@trincoll.edu as soon as possible.

Def Poetry Jam
If you are a poet, lyricist or songwriter, you may
want to consider submitting a sample of your
work to the Office of Student Activities and Campus Centers, Friday, November 9, the Office of Student Activities and Campus Centers and the
Office of Multicultural Affairs will host the
Russell Simon's Def Poetry Jam at the Vernon Social Center from 10 PM-2 AM. This national tour
will feature as its headline artist Mayda del Valle,
the 2001 National Poetry Slam champion, along
with three other nationally know poets. As part
of this event Trinity would like to feature five talented students to participate. In order to be considered as a participant in this event, you must
submit an audio recording or a VHS tape of you
performing one of your original works by noon on
Wednesday, November 7. All submissions may be
left at Mather front desk and must include your
full name, telephone number, and address.

Go Down On Us!
Become a campus rep. Earn free trips and cash.
Choose from 8 destinations.
USASPRINGBREAK.com

Spring Break!

LUNCHES
Women's Center Lunch Series

Luce Scholars Program Application
Deadline Change

Classifieds

Professor Janet Bauer of the Women's Studies
Department and Sheila Bouseh will lead a Lunch
Series slide show and discussion entitled, "Turkey's
Refugee Problem: Convention Rights, Human
Rights, and Women's Rights in the Shadow of the
EU." Bring your own lunch to Terrace Room C this
Wednesday, November 7 at 12:30 PM. Coffee, fruit,
and cookies will be provided.

Language Tables
Join the weekly language tables for a very informal and casual conversation (all levels are welcome) over lunch at the following tables in Hamlin
Hall:
German:
Mondays Noon to 1:00 PM
. French:
Tuesdays Noon to 1:00 PM
Japanese: Tuesdays 12:20-1:10 PM
Russian:
Wednesdays Noon to 1:00 PM
Hebrew:
Thursdays 12:40 to 1:15 PM
Italian:
Thursays 12:30 PM
Spanish:
Thursdays Noon to 1:30 PM
Questions? Contact Rosali Angelo x2543

Weekly Bible Study
Join the informal faculty/student weekly Bible
study and discussion Wednesday at noon on the
second floor of McCook. A kosher deli lunch will
be provided.

Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun and Jamaica from
$450. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and More!
Organize small group-earn FREE trips plus
............ commissions! Call lr8Q0-GET-SUN-l,

Spring Break 2002!
Prices from $419, on the beach from $529. Reliable
air to Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica, Bahamas, and South Padre. Mexico Special-FREE MEALS
and PARTIES, book by November 15 and Save BIG!
Organize a group and travel FREE. Break with The
Bestwww.studentexpress.com. Call for details and a
FREE brochure 1-800-787-3787.

For Sale
1993 Ford Escort, 4 doors, power locks and windows. 5 speed manual. Price: $1500.00.
Call at 860-721-0282.

College Students
Really want a JOB this semester? We are looking
for friendly, ambitious GenXers to help us expand
our marketing team in this area. No experience
necessary. Set your own hours. Call Frank or
Monica: 860-487-8529

Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs,
Student Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising
event. Does not involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at 1-888-923-3238,
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com.
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Free Delivery

««
Larg c h Km
7 ft

233-88$8 OKH.IY\l \ l U YOKk I M / / A J T
495 Farmington Avenue
i^o^t
We deliver anywhere in West Hartford
foor Hartford Monday only!

233-8888

$7.00 minimum
for delivery

Use your charge card
for any delivery,,,
(|1400 mmimran)

Open 7 days a week -.11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.

We deliver slices and cigarettes

Small 12" (8 slices} Thin Crust • Medium 16* (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust * Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Small
Medium
Large
Sicilian
Cheese
$7.50
$ 9.85
.„„
$13.00
_.„.......... $13,00
Pepperoni Pepperoni
,.,.,...$9.00
$13.00
$17.00
$18.00
Veggie
, $10.00
$14.85
.$17.50.....
$18.50
Sgt. Pepperoni Special
$11.50
$18.00
$22.00
$22.00
Additional Toppings
$ .50
.......
$ 100 „...„„•,.„„;....
$ 1,50
................ $ 1.50
TOPPINGS: Pqpperoni, Sausage, Meatball. Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, Write, Extra Cheese, Bacon, QBves, Broccoli, Hamtage*, Eggplant Fresh Gartsc, Tomatoes and Ham.

CALZONES

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

Our own handmade pizza dough sluffed wish Rtootta, Mozzareite and Parmesan
cheeses Wended with your choice oi filing and a side cup of marinara sauce.

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, oniws, peppers, olives, mushrooms,
mayo, B8G sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.

PhiBy Cheese Steak
..,....,...„
.
PhiUy Cheese Steak w/Baoon
Philly Cheese Steak w/Exlra Steak
Chicken Parmigiana
EflflQlanL Parmigiana
• ""
' "
Ham, Salami, Cheese
Ham & Cheese
Turkey & Cheese
Tuna & Cheese
., ,
Veggie & Cheese
,

Pepperoni & Cheese

Salami & Cheese
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese......
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese
BIT & Cheese.............
Grilled Ham & Cheese

,.

•»„...„

Calzone....
each additional

$5,50
$6.25
$7,45
$5.15
$5.15
.55.40
15.15
$5.15
$5.15
„. $5.15
$4.50
...

Buffalo Tenders
,
(6} for $5.75
Buffalo Wing? .(mild, hot or suicide)
(12) for $6.00
Chicken Fingers .„..: '.
'.
$6.00
Mozzarelia Sticks
(7) for $4.75
Onion Rings.,
$3.20
French Fries
$2.65
Cheese Fries
,
,
..« ,..$3.70
Fried Dough
,.„.......
(8) for $2.50
Breadsiicks
,
(8) for $2.50
Garlic Bread
,.........,...........,......_.«.......,„.............. $1.85
Garlic Bread w/cheese
..—.«......,........«....„
$2.40
Chips
,.
$.60

$5.40

§4.90
S5.65
,.....„.,... $8.00
$4.25
..$4.90

:
• •" _f
DINNERS
•
• served w/garlic bread w/chee$e
• Lasagna • Manicotti * Ravioli • Stuffed Shells •
$6.30 (with Meat - $1.00 extra)

All prices do not include tax.

APPETIZERS

'SALADS

;

Tossed Salad
Antipasto Salad .,
.,.,.,.,...„.,„.,...„
Tuna Salad
,.,
Extra Dressing
•„.„....,.......... „
DRESSINGS: •Ranch, Blue Cheese, ilafei, Fai Free Italian

Triple Chocolate Cake
S O D A S ( o n e l i t e r ) $1.60
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea

I with Any Pizza Order I with Any Medium Pizza Order §
coupon - Coupon cannot be combined,
coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
I Musi present
I Must present
Must mtmtion coupon bolora ordering
Musi mention coupw ^ f o w <gw»«>rlftg

$2*50 OFF
Any Large Pizza
S

Mtist present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
Mint mention coupon before ordering

wBSBf^K ^ B B B S

dS^ttSB

ABBft^to

n

4Mtt^^>^^^B^^M- ilMMI^tt

I^^HH^ri

Mtt^^tf

f^^BttSfe

S^ttflHt

y^Mjfc^

HHHttKH'

fi^^^HB

$4.05
,.,$5,75
$5.75
$ .50
.. •

DESSERTS

1 FREE OMet of FRIED DOUGH f FREE Order of GARLIC BREAD j

I
1
1
f

$4,90
$ .50

filling

•

$1.00 OFF
Any Small Pizza
Must present coupon • Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon bfltore ordering

$3.25
( t w o l i t e r ) $2.50
Coke, Sprite, Grape, Orange

$2.00 OFF
Any Mediton Pizza t '.

Must present coupon - Coupon owinot i>o combing
Most mention coupon before ortferin-g;'' :isi

Cheese Pizza
1 Large
withpwrcliase of any
I
Large Pis&za ' '.
coupon -coupon csnno
I Must present
Must tnontloiv coupon before ordering
L
ma mm mem mm
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Intramural
Worship Services at THE CHAPEL
NOVEMBER, 2001
Saturday "Jazz in the Chapel" at 5:00 PM
This is a series of bimonthly times for spiritual
reflection aided by alternative music.
November 10 David Chevan & Warren Byrd
November 17 "Hot Cat Jazz" led by Ross Tucker

•I V

The intramural Insider scours trie campus each week to tmd
the true Trinity athletes, the warriors of intramural sports. This
week the Intramural Insider ran into the L&L Twins, Laura
Schneider '03 and Lilli Ceaser '03.

Sunday
Worship at the Chapel **

Intramural Insider: "With the lack of female
intramural sports, a lot of Trinity women have
turned to rugby to get their kicks. What advice
do you have for any future rugby players?"
Laura Schneider '03: "Hey it's all about tackling, and if you wanna do it right you gotta
make sure you get down low."

Sundays at 4:15PM
Nov.11 - Evensong
5:05 PM Holy Eucharist (spoken)
Nov. 18 - Holy Eucharist
Nov. 25
No services - Thanksgiving Holiday

Lilli Ceaser '03: "Yeah you gotta get down on
your knees like a ho lookin'for crack."

.CHEESE

SIDE
WINGS (Mild, Hot)

,,P.WT'".',7.........
(8)
(10) . . ,
(SAKMCIRIAD WITH CHiESt ( « • } . .

14" Medium $8.50
16* Large $10,50
Arfditional Toppings: SJSenffied
$1.00 on large
baw

gaffe
oliws

"

IMOCSOH

htnisurgw
sewage

tib&tff

peppers

«vuah rooms
peppera

f

SHIITTAM"
$15.00

COMBO (2fcsndsol abowBJ
MAf
CHICKEN WMtMIWANA
CHICKEN CUTjJjt . . . .

,84.25
.$4 .as

.$4 .SO

VEALCUfUT
FISH . . , . . ,
MWtBAttS
SAUSAGt ,

.S4.2S

498BIA1UVHNGTON AVENUE • HARTFORD
. sum
.
.
.
.

£8.50
$8-60
$8 .SO
$8.50
3».S0
$9 60

.53.60
. 58,00
. Si.00
, SHOO
. $9,00
, S940
, $B,SO
.. $8,50

SALAO.&.
CHICKEN
elMBs anti a*can*arB.
CHEF S A t A D ; •
Ham, turtey, chaosa. tBi!ue«. tortiatoe®,
w r ppp*w,
cufi(M*«f8, otivas, fl
TUNAL'SAIAD

Tufw, (stows, diosso, ttraahwe,
GREEK SALAD
Fad. eteaw, touco, tomatixw, grsert eeopers
TOS5T.D SALAD
iiaten, Croowiy Itaifgn, FwntSi^ Bfyo Cfiseea.
THo«&and IdaAd, «sr*d Ute Jwfian,
JExtr4
ftrctslny
,.,.,

• !• i . • .. r - . . . . . . . . . . . . .

v

. . . , . . . , . _

s, . : 3 t] , i i y

S.SO

H O U S E SPECIAL , ..MED sn.SO LARGE *1S.OO
i,reiGftlW!,peppefoni muBiiroom onions,

GRINDERS
'.W.2B

. i

ciinr.FIlIgrsrlOAO'iES

[i loppings $2,00 «ach
• • 4 HOURS I

CO0XE&3AIAM1
fASIKAMI
t&UCHL
HAM
TURKEY .:, -,
PEPMROKI
JtOAST KHf '• •

r v iSr^p

CHIPS

«plnaflh

S5J85
SS.25
S5.2S
$3.SS

236*2616
OPEN 7 UAVS -A WEEK* ;11s00' AH MM AM

**FREE
7-ggr.

8 « J 05/VO Oil

t%i? #«* # t a £>r 1£/fe Best Wm I „,
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1 Large Cheese For \

*

| « I»M M MM MB

I
1
I
1
I"
I

*6J9 ^

f »ftc JMW 4M» MR M me mm mm *i

M OPF I
rfl

OS.

II MLUIIil

MIUHl

FEEE f

I 2UTERS0DH 1
I WlthiSaylarg© i
I Cheese J t a a I

I IHII

I

m—*w

rv>V<^ flH^VV U W ^ ••(^•"

RANCH C H I O C I N . . M S D S I I Z S tfiRSE S?3,9S
Frcs*' (AfMa/Ql'a. tosh chasten, gafllc, on-ois,

^

I COMBO SfBCOUL 1 Buy
y <* totg*
g Che&ss »
With Oaft Topping
I A t G A S i |

i
I

S H R I M P J*ESTO
MED 511 05 , tAflQE $144?5
FfO3h ?.4oz?.tfal!a. sfir^np Bt»d sliced tftfs^iaes,
basted In Pcsto sasjerh
WHITE Pit
MED S89S
LARGE SI0-58
Ft*if\ wtittw&'H, rornafsochaosa, flatus, pB'S'ey.
Df^Hjsno ^rt^i Q^w^ oil
WM!TE CLAM
, , MED S8 9S . tAflSE SS0.35
Baby tfuiw. romnng ciie«58, garlic, parsley, owgaw

with $7,00 Minimum Purchase

ft 'mm mm aw a o M M M f am

CBICKCN PCSTO • . . MEO $11 25 . LARQE $t3.9S
Fresh M6zjaiallia, trosfi cWcKon and shoed !!smati»s,
testctl in poslo sauco

™'»" " ^

noes 1

HAWAIIAN

MED SI i 25 , LAFKSi $13.95

PASTA.ANJ&, DINNCRS
SPAGHETTI OR M O WTH SAUCE
SMGHETTI O l ^ i t m W*TH
OR ZJTI WITH SAUSAGt .
PARMSGtANA WITH PASTA .,
CHICKEN MRMICIANA WITH tfl&m .,
VEAl fAKMlGlANA WITH PASTA
BAKEDZIT!
MI-AT BAVfOU
CHIBSE RAVIOLI
fnclurtea s«1a«S and
DESSERT

MncitiMw>aMitoi«aliBM>ii«»a

Cou(M)n Can't Be CombiRBd WHi Any Other Offer.
Must Mention Coupons When Qwterifig,
One Coupon per ordsr.

Chocolate Ga'm
,
BSVERAOCS CWS.OfWMCE, SWtE, SNAPFtfc,

.'.. S?,8S

$7.98
,.,$7.95
,,,$?,»]
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NESCAC SCOREBOARD
Men's Soccer:
Standings
W
Williams
8
Middlebury 6
Tufts
6
Amherst
5
Bowdoin
5
Wesleyan
4
2
Bates ,:
Trinity
3
1
Colby
Conn. College 0

NESCAC
L T Pet.
1 0 .889
1 2 .778
3 0 .667
2 2 .667
3 1 .611
4 1 .500
4 3 .389,
6 0 .333
7 1 .167
9 0 .000

Overall
W L T
15 1 0
9 6 2
11 4 1
7 6 2
10 5 1
9 4 2
6 6 3
6 8 0
5 8 1
4 10 0

Football:
Standings
Pet.
.938
.588
.719
.533
.656
.667
.500
.429
.393
.286

Women's Soccer::
NESGACOverall
W L T *&
W L T
''9 0 0
1.000 15 2 0
Williams
.667- U" 5 0
Middlebury 6 3 0
'
5
1
.611
14 4 1
Amherst
.3
.611 ,11 4 . 1
'5 3 1
Bowdoin
. 10 4 1
5
.611
.3,
1
Bates •;- .
>' 5 : '4 b ' .556
8 7 0
Tufts
3
6
.333
7 8 0
0
Trinity
2 6 I
.278
6 6 1
Colby
Conn. College 1 . 6 2
.222
5 7 2
1 8 0
.111
2 11 1
Weslevan

Field Hockey:

Standings

Standings

NESCAC
W L Pet.
Wesleyan
9 1 .900
Williams
8 2 .800
Amherst
8 2 .800
Tufts
7 3 .700
Bates
6 4 .600
Colby
6 4 .600
Trinity
5 5 .500
Middlebury 3 7 .300
Hamilton
3 8 .273
Bowdoin
1 10 .091
Conn. College Q 10 .000

Amherst
Williams
Tufts
Middlebury
Wesleyan
Colby
Trinity
Bates
Bowdoin
Hamilton

(Overall
W L Pet.
7 0 1.000
7 0 1.000
5 2 .714
4 3 .571
4 3 .571
3 4 .429
3 4 .429
1 6 .143
1 6 .143
0 7 .000

NESCAC
W L Pet.
7 0 1.000
7 0 1.000
5 2 .714
4 3 .571
4 3 .571
3 4 .429
3 4 .429
1 6 .143
1 6 .143
0 7 .000

Pet..
.882
.688
.763
.719
.700
.533
.467
.500
,429
.179

Overall
W L Pet.
. 29 5 .853
28 3 .903
24 7 .774
20 12 .625
24 11 .686
17 11 .607
14 16 .467
13 12 .520
10 18 .357
7 23 .233
2 20 .091

Standings

NESCAC
W L Pet.
Middlebury 8 1 .889
Bowdoin
7 .2 .778
Williams
6 3 .667
Amherst - 6 3 • .667
Colby . . 5 4
.556
Wesleyan' " 4 5 .444
Conn. College 4 5' .444
Trinity
3 6 .333
Tufts
1 8 .111
Bates
1 8 .111

Overall
W L Pet.
10 5 .667
13 3 .812
12 5 .706
13 4 .765
8 7 .533
7 8 .467
7 8 .467
6 8 .429
3 10 .231
2 , 11 .154

Women's Cross Country:
Did not compete

Men's Cross Country:
Did not compete

Volleyball Loses to Williams at NESCACs
BY SIMON SAICHEK

Sports Writer

All season the Bantams have
been building a forward oriented team; a team striving towards a promising future
While they have achieved
this in innumerable ways from
the growth of young players and
the development of a strong basis of leadership, the volleyball
team has been held back by a
figure from their past.
Former Trinity volleyball
coach Fran Vandermeer has
been the nemesis of the Bantams this season. From the first
grueling loss in the NESCAC
tournament elimination game,
Vandermeer's Ephs of Williams
College have been the limiting
force on this otherwise explo-

sive Bantam team.
The week began well for the
Bantams who, coming off a victory last week, sought to finish
the regular season just one game
under five hundred. The opposition in their path was King's
Point.

their third match-up with Williams and Vandermeer in the
NESCAC quarterfinals on Fri-^ •
day.
Williams had won the previous two. games between these
teams in long and fiercely contested matches. The Bantams

30-28 victory over the Bantams.
Trinity tried to counter in
game two with intensity, which
has been their hallmark all season. Unfortunately,
the
Bantam's intensity was not an
adequate counter for the stellar
play of Williams. The Ephs

Trinity tried to counter in game two with the intensity which has
been their hallmark all season..,The Ephs closed the book on game
two with a 30-27 victory.
As has been typical for the
Bantams all year, they handled
the less skilled King's Point
team efficiently, winning in
three straight games, 30-15,3017,30-21.
This gave the Bantams a two
game winning streak and a
good source of momentum for

sought to upset Williams and
position themselves for a spot in
the NESCAC championships.
Game one proved to be as
brutal and punishing as every
prior meeting between the
teams.
Fighting it out down to the
wire, the Ephs squeaked out a

closed the book on game two
with a 30-27 victory.
Game three saw an impotent
Bantam team trying to fend off
the soon to be NESCAC champions. In the end, the Trinity
team could not stave off defeat
and Fell 30-20 vri game three to
conclude their season.

As mentioned many times
before, this was a season of high
hopes for the Bantam.
With the addition of new
head coach Angela Mills, who
finished her first season with a
14-16 record, the Bantams
sought to establish themselves
as a serious force in NESCAC.
While their main goal was
not fully realized this season,
the future looks bright for the
Bantams. Trinity will return a
solid core of players next season,
including setter Christine
Horton '03, outside, hitter
Katherine Hunter '05 and
middle blocker Carolyn Walker
'04. Behind the play of these,
and other rising stars you can
look for a competitive team
from the Bantams next year, as
they will look to contend for a
NESCAC title.
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Women's Squash Eyes a Title Football Drops to

3-4 on the Season

BY KATHRYN
1 YOUNGBERG

Sports Writer

After winning the dual season last season, Women's
Squash has its sights set on
bringing the Howe Cup back to
Trinity.
"Last year was a terrific year
for us. We saw how much we
could accomplish as a team and
really got excited about what
we were doing," commented
Carolynne Minkowski '04.
After a successful 2000-2001
campaign, in which the team
only lost one match, the Lady
Bantams have high hopes for
the upcoming season.
Success will not come easily,
though, as the team lost key
players to graduation. Still most
agree that this year's squad has
the potential to be even stronger than last year's.
Although the Bantams lost
Janine Thompson and Sarah
Greenwood to graduation, Trinity still returns a solid nucleus.
Returning players include cocaptains Samantha Lewins '02
and Mollie Anderson '02, while
Clare Austin, Amy Brown,
Suzanne Stvwartz, and Amanda
Tod'd roflwaotjt the list of junior returnees. Barbara Escobar,
Ail-American Amina Helal,
Elizabeth Frank, Minkowski,
and Pamela Suanders will anchor Trinity's sophomore class.
The team also expects big
things from its freshmen recruiting class.
Under the guidance of Head
Coach Wendy Bartlett, the team
expects nothing less than an
undefeated season. The team
will need to remain disciplined
throughout the year as many of
the season's most important
matches do not come until late

BY ALICE ROBINSON

Sports Writer

^

WWWSQUASHTALK.COM

Clare Austin'03 returns-thebalLtor the Bantams
. Trinity's chances of knocking
in Trinity's schedule. These
events include the Harvard off Howe Cup Champion
match, Constable Tournament Harvard are only improved by
held at Princeton, and the Howe the addition of this year's freshCup. During this stretch of the man class.
season it will become apparent
"The freshman class will be a
whether or not the team has the great addition to what we altalent to reach its goals.
ready have," stated Minkowski.
"One thing that I think we "They are talented and are ready
would really like to do this sea- to work. We can't wait to see
son is beat Harvard," said what kinds of contributions
Escobar. "1 think that we would they are going to make.
The team will kick off their
have a lot of satisfaction from
doing that because they were season with a home match
our only loss last season. That against Williams on December
first.
would really put us on top."

The woes continued for the
Trinity Football team. The Bantams lost to NESCAC rival
Amherst and in the process lost
any hope of a winning season.
This was the second consecutive loss for Chuck Priore's
squad. Amherst dominated
both sides of the ball, on their
way to a 28-10 victory. While
the Lord Jeff s played the type of
sound football that has typified
their season, Trinity continued
to be plagued by missed opportunities.
With the loss the Bantams fell
to 3-4 on the year. Amherst remained undefeated and are set
to battle fellow unbeaten Williams for the NESCAC title.
Amherst dominated the line
of scrimmage. The Lord Jeffs
rushed for 202 yards and four
scores, averaging over 5 yards
per carry: Trinity, on the other
hand, averaged less than three
yards per carry. The Bantams
rushed for 128 yards on 45 carries.
—©h-atpositive-noterTxinity did
find the end zone on a one yard
plunge by Brian Fabrizio '03.
This marked only the second
touchdown Amherst has given
up all season.
Amhersttook a 7-0 lead early
in the game and never Jooked***'
back.
Trinity tried to answer back,
as place kicker Skip Sullivan '03
added a 25 yard field at 9:46 of
the second quarter.
Amherst soon responded,
opening up 14-3 lead on their
second touchdown of the day.
The Lord Jeffs then put the

game out of reach, adding a
third touchdown. With the
score, Amherst had staked
themselves to a 21-3 halftime
lead.
Trinity was still alive into the
fourth quarter, driving the ball
70 yards in 13 plays. On the
fourth down and five, Steve
Cella '02 could not convert on a
fake field goal attempt that saw
him fall short of the first down
marker by a yard.
The Bantams had another
scoring opportunity following
freshman Drew Finkleday's 29
yard punt return to the Amherst
27 yard line. Fabrizio then
scored to bring the final score
of 28-10.
Fabrizio and his counterpart,
sophomore tailback Tom
Pierandri combined for 133
rushing yards on 41 carries, and
junior quarterback Greg Ward
was able to complete 12 out of 25
passes for 91 yards. Sophomore
Joe Wahl, who has been the Bantams most productive receiver
this year, finished the game with
six receptions for 60 yards.
The Trinity defense was not
able to contain the Amherst of-ferisrfor most of the game. Junior captain inside linebacker
Dave Midura ended the game
with 6.5 tackles and .a batted
safety
AjwrtSroldstein played well
throughout the game and had a
career-high seven tackles, six of
which were solo efforts.
This loss was a disappointing
for the Bantams. Amherst has
now won the last six meetings
between the two teams.
Trinity will look for a better
result this week as they face
Wesleyan at home on Saturday.

Men's Basketball In Search of a NESCAC Title
BY JAYME DORR

Sports Writer

V

A return to prominence: this
is the goal of the 2001-2002
Trinity Men's Basketball team.
Having failed to qualify for
the NCAA tournament the past
two seasons, the team has its
sights set clearly on both a
NESCAC title and an NCAA
berth.
Last season the Bantams extended its string of 8 consecutive winning seasons with an
18-6 record. This was good
enough to earn the top seed in
thepostseason NESCAC Championship Tournament. Despite
a strong effort, the team lost to
Amherst in the NESCAC finals.
With this loss and their failure
to gain an at large bid, Trinity
fell just short of qualifying for
their third NCAA tournament
in the past four years.
Although the Bantams will
feel the loss of guards Mike Labella, Scott Wallach and Mike
Keohane, the team expects a

great deal of production out of his versatility Dion can be a who could see time in the 2-4
its three captains. In particular, nightmare for opposing spots. Greene is an explosive
star forwards Colin Tabb '02 coaches. The Bantams will look leaper, while Uszenski will look
and Bryan Dion '02 are expected to exploit the matchup prob- to come into his own this year
to account for much of Trinity's lems Dion's athleticism will cre- after being hampered by a hand
ate.
offensive production.
injury at the beginning of last
Tabb and Dion are two of the
Trinity will play an up-tempo season.
top players in the New England brand of basketball this year,
Rick Hein, a 6'5" senior who
region and provide the Bantams marked by an aggressive man to has shown steady progress in
with a potent front court both man defensive and an explosive the paint over his career, will
offensively and defensively. fast break motion offense.
also play quality minutes this
Last season, Tabb, an AllTo accomplish this, .the team year. Sophomore center RobNESCAC selection and All- will rely heavily on the solid ert Lueffen, along with junior
ECAC New England selection, play of their guards.
forwards David Wilson and
led the team in scoring with 18.2
In the back court, senior point Corey Days should provide
points per game. The senior guard Matt Jones will have to depth in trie front court.
swingman also added 7.0 re- step up his level of play. The tri"The continued development
bounds per game. Tabb is a captain Jones is a force defen- and maturity of the returning
proven leader on the court and sively and has proven himself to veterans will determine,the fate
has shown that he can score be to be a deadly outside of this group," notes Ogrodnick.
from just about anywhere on shooter as well. Other guards
Ogrodnick is a proven winner
the floor.
include sophomores Kevin who has compiled one of the
Bryan Dion is equally domi- O'Connell and Shaun Smyth, highest winning percentages
nating.
At 6'6", Dion's and a talented group of fresh- (333-141, .703) among active Diathleticism gives Head Coach men prospects who will look to vision III New England coaches
Stan Ogrodnick several options make an impact right away.
in his 20 years with Trinity.
during the course of a game.
Coach Ogrodnik will also Ogrodnick's resume boasts 3
Dion can do everything from need major contributions from NCAA Tournament bids, 4
handling the ball in the back veteran swingmen Jarod ECAC Division III New Encourt to shutting down oppos- Greene '02 and Ryan Uszenski gland titles, 5 appearances in
ing centers in the paint. With '03. Both are versatile athletes the ECAC championship game,

and an appearance in the inaugural NESCAC Championship
finals last year.
Under Ogrodnick's instruction, the Bantams feel confident
once again this year.
"It is vital that we work hard
and continue with, the same
commitment that has characterized our program through
the years," said Ogrodnick.
The players have worked hard
in the off-season and are eager
to begin their season schedule,
which tips off on November 16
in Newark, New Jersey at the
Golden Dome Tip Off Tournament.
After this tournament the
team should be ready to take on
a challenging schedule featuring key games against NESCAC
rivals Bates Can, 26), Amherst
(Feb.2), and Wesleyan (Feb. 9)
Veteran Colin Tabb explains
"The league will be, very competitive this year. Our goal will
be to bring the NESCAC Championship Tournament back to
Trinity, and not just that, our
goal is to win it this year."

